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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is a study in the fiction of E. M* Forster 

of a principle which has been named the "symbolic moment•" 

The symbolic moment is defined as a short period of time 

which has the effect of removing character or reader from 

consciousness of the continual flu:: of mundane occurrences 

since it has the potential of revealing something universalt 

a kind of reality beyond the everyday human life processes. 

This thesis demonstrates that one way of seeing the struc¬ 

ture of Forster* s works is as a series of symbolic moments 

which are more vivid and more meaningful than everything 

happening between them, since they juxtapose levels of 

reality or meaning in incidents which often have archetypal 

reference. 

The thesis examines Forster’s ideas about the structure 

of the novel and concludes that the symbolic moment prin¬ 

ciple fits in with Forster’s conception of a novel as repre¬ 

sentation of human life, in which not all periods of time 

have equal significance when examined in retrospect. 

The symbolic moment characteristically takes the form 

of a confrontation—between two characters, or between a 

character and an object or event—which may bring about a 

revelation of reality if the character is prepared to accept 

it. 



The symbolic moment is examined as a focal point of 

structure and themes in two of Forster® s short stories: 

"The Eternal Moment" and "Tue Road from Colonus.” Forster’s 

novels are a series of symbolic moments, and in the early 

novels^“especially Khere Angels Fear to Tread and A Room with 

a View—‘Forster’& characters progress through them to some 

kind of growth in understanding which allows them to accept 

all sides of man* s good~and-evil nature. However, the hero 

of The Longest. Journey is criticised for not adapting himself 

to the flirt between the symbolic moments and for drawing the 

xnrong conclusions from his moments of vision, 

Howards End, a novel of compromise between views of 

reality, moves discursively and thus is not really structured 

around the symbolic moment, A Passage to India contains three 

major symbolic moments corresponding to the three divisions 

of the novel, and presenting to several characters the in¬ 

comprehensibility of the universe and the necessity for in¬ 

clusiveness and adaptability rather than assertion of human 

value and personality* 

Finally, the thesis discusses the various aspects of 

significance of the symbolic moment, as it structures the 

plot of a novel* presents universal truth to life, and reveals 

meanings to characters and to reader. The symbolic moment 

relates to Forster’s concerns with appearance and reality and 

with the problem of epistemology. It is a moment of incar¬ 

nation of "truths" and attitudes which could not effectively 

be expressed discursively. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In Aspects of the Novel* E.M. Forster describes for the 

general reader what a novel should be and do. As it was 

written, or rather presented, as a series of lectures, in 

1927, three years after the writing of his last novel, we 

should expect that Aspects of the Novel represents mature re¬ 

flection on the nature of the novel in the light of Forster's 

own experience with that form, and we should also expect to 

find preferences for an emphasis of one kind or another in 

the art of writing the novel which will help us interpret 

Forster's fiction. Perhaps one of the most profitable ways 

of approaching Forster's fiction is in light of the relative 

importance assigned by Forster as critic to such various 

facets of the novel as character, plot, pattern, and the more 

vague meanings and intuitions grouped by Forster under the 

terms fantasy and prophecy. 

It should be noted first of all that Forster feels that 

the novelist is tinder no obligation to instruct his reader; 

it is enough if he presents life in an interesting or 

aesthetically satisfying manner—that is, if he also manages 

to convey the "something else" which Forster cites as the 

mark of greatness. Neither must the novelist follow rigid 

specifications of structure; Forster explicitly rejects the 

application of Aristotle's dicta to an art form which must 
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retain the surprise and flavor of life. If we remember 

nothing else about Aspects of the Novel, we are sure to gain 

from it an appreciation of Forster’s reverence for and joy 

in human life in all its manifestations. All his biases 

about what aspects of a novel are most deserving of emphasis 

spring from his putting devotion to life above devotion to 

art. He recognizes the greatness of Henry James as artist, 

yet finds his very carefulness and artfulness unsatisfying 

because pattern obtrudes at the expense of life. In Forster's 

view, aesthetic criteria must never be insisted upon at the 

expense of human concerns. 

From Aspects of the Novel we get a picture of Forster 

as kindly, humble, calm, and philosophic, with a sense of 

humor capable of sympathetically embracing everything comic 

or ironic in the human condition. Knowing that his tempera¬ 

ment and flair for comedy give him a perspective detached and 

above the flux of experience yet always involved in human 

concerns, we are not surprised when we discover that Forster 

likes those aspects of the novel which enable it to capture 

the unexpected drama and wonderful strangness of life while 

remaining in touch with the facts of everyday existence. 

Forster's approval of surprise value in a novel is a part of 

his general predilection for valuing plot above character, 

in the sense of hiding something about a character from the 

reader so that it can be revealed in a sudden event. Forster 

warns, however, that this technique, if used too often, re¬ 

sults in weakening the reality of the character, or in an im- 

1 
pression that Fate is all-important. It is ironic that 
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these two defects have been often attributed to Forster's 

own novels, but his works surely cannot be said to present 

truth to life inadequately, since the intrusion of surprise 

and irony into life is universal. 

Aspects of the Novel reflects Forster's fascination 

with the charm of fantasy, another manifestation of the tan- 

usual in life which is a part of his fictional world. This 

is not to say that Forster's fiction, with the exception of 

a number of his short stories, implies the existence of a 

supernatural realm populated by supernatural beings, because 

Forster is thoroughly naturalistic in his belief in the re¬ 

petition of cycles of time and inevitable occurrence in 

individual lives and in history. Rather, because life and 

fate are not in the hands of human beings or of a super¬ 

natural being operating in terms of human logic, humanity 

is continually being surprised by the workings of his world. 

Surprise is in the normal course of life often the most sig¬ 

nificant thing--an aspect of the tendency of a human life 

and history as a whole to pile up into points of value when 

we look at them in retrospect. It can be said of Forster's 

fictional world as he said of Sterne's, that "The stuff of 

daily life will be tugged and strained in various directions, 

the earth will be given little tilts mischievous or pensive, 

spotlights will fall on objects that have no reason to 

anticipate or welcome them."^ The effect of confrontation by 

the unexpected can be tragically presented, but Forster's 

comic intelligence transforms it into something we recognize 

as life, profoundly real because of elements of mystery and 
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reversal. Forster's fiction presents an arrangement of 

selected events so that as in life, the significant moments 

of surprise, sudden realization, or important communication 

stand out—a life arranged by value instead of in time. 

Forster emphasizes plot, that is, the arrangement of 

events in cause and effect sequence, in discussing the novel 

because plot, if loosely handled, is able to duplicate the 

charm of life; he dislikes rigid structure because an en¬ 

tirely coherent or "artistic” pattern is not characteristic 

of life. The movement of Forster’s books is the movement 

of human life--a steady peripatetic rhythm underlying and 

connecting scenes or moments of greater intensity and import, 

just as the life of an individual is composed of a basic 

kind of flux--eating, working, sleeping; birth, aging, 

dying--in which certain events stand out. The opinions of 

individual novelists expressed in Aspects of the Novel re¬ 

flect Forster's preference, admittedly not an absolute 

criterion of value, for novelists with a lively appreciation 

for the unexpected in life. Though Forster admits he must 

approve Hardy "as a poet and prophet and visualizer,"^ he 

dislikes Hardy's emphasis on causality because he feels 

that life is thereby sapped from the characters. Forster 

distrusts the smooth pattern of James's plots working from 

reason to action, cause to effect, and finds a certain kind 

of truth instead in the lack of emphasis on causation and 

the brilliant contrivances of the novels of George Meredith. 

Forster approves the Meredithian loosely knit plot without 

center: 
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A Meredithian plot is not a temple to the tragic or 
even to the comic Muse, but rather resembles a series 
of kiosks most artfully placed among wooded slopes, 
which his people reach by their own impetus, and 
from which they emerge with altered aspect. Incident 
springs out of character, and having occurred it 
alters that character. People and events are closely 
connected, and he does it by means of these contri¬ 
vances. They are often delightful, sometimes 
touching, always unexpected. This shock, followed by 
the feeling, H0h, that's all right," is a sign that 
all is well xd.th the plot: characters, to be real, 
ought to run smoothly, but a plot ought to cause 
surprise.*5- 

In accordance with the prejudices outlined in Aspects 

of the Novel. Forster's novels are less notable for perfec¬ 

tion of form in the sense of a definite shape such as the 

"hourglass" pattern which Forster discerns in James's 

The Ambassadors, than for a general facility in realisation 

of incidents. 

It is my thesis that the structural pattern of Forster's 

fiction is a series of what I choose to call "symbolic 

moments"—a term which it is now necessary to define. 

The symbolic moment is a significant juxtaposition of 

characters, or confrontation of character and object. The 

juxtaposition may originate in action, even violent action, 

but the moment has the effect of removing the reader 

momentarily from the sense of time, flux, and ongoing 

narrative. The significance of the term moment, as used in 

this special sense, is that a short period of time, perhaps 

only an instant allowing an exchange of glances between 

characters, is lifted from a naturalistic time sequence and 

becomes "spotlighted"6 so that a stasis is achieved. The 
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momentary stopping or sloxzing o£ action has the effect of 

presenting to the reader either a frozen picture or a 

tableau with action in stylized slow motion. Thus the *rork 

viewed as a whole seems a series of highlighted occurrences 

which are not necessarily a natural flow of events, but 

rather pauses in the course of events, hesitations in the 

time sequence forming the story line on which this plot 

structure is superimposed. Since the plot, as distinguished 

from story in Aspects of the Novel, is seen to depend on a 

cause-and-effect sequence of events,^ the symbolic moments 

which are most significant in carrying the plot along are 

characteristically moments of revelation wherein causes are 

seen to issue in effect, or new twists to the plot develop 

new complications and causes of further plot development. 

The frequent strangeness of the symbolic moment, the unusual 

light it throws upon the otherwise steady and natural de¬ 

velopment of story can be attributed to Forster's belief 

that the element of surprise in a novel is desirable both 

for holding the reader's interest and for adequate imitation 

of life, always full of ironic twists and the unforeseen. 

We have been conditioned to expect that surprise 

occurrences in a novel should seem inevitable once they have 

been shockingly presented--if the author is not to be accused 

of falsification of reality for interesting effect. Forsters 

sudden surprises often seem less inevitable than arbitrary 

and final; and they are not often prepared for by preceding 

events. We should not criticise Forster for these violent 
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wrenchings of plot if we can see that the overall intention 

and significance of his work is enhanced by them. As 

J.B. Beer justly remarks: 

An author whose main concern is to entertain his 
audience will sometimes surprise them—but he will 
also take care not to jar them. At the point of 
surprise, the reader will begin to recognise that 
preceding events contained the seeds of the sur¬ 
prise. Forster’s surprises, on the other hand, do 
sometimes jar. ...the irruption of violence has 
actually been preceded by a letting down of tension 
in the narrative. The result is that sudden death 
enters the novel with the jarring quality that it 
has in real life. ...There is a moment of unreality 
which we then recognise to be in point of fact a 
moment of reality--but the reality of everyday life, 
not of art. 

It will be shown during the course of this examination that 

even the most surprising of these symbolic moments is con¬ 

sonant with Forster's design and with his view of his art 

and his world. 

Forster would have a novel do more than entertain or 

represent. He takes Dostoevsky as his example of a novelist 

possessing more than the usual kind of greatness. Dostoevsky 

has "ordinary greatness"--that is, his incidents keep the 

reader excited; but furthermore, he has the greatness of a 

"prophetic" novelist in that his characters and situations 

9 
always stand for more than themselves* The great novel in 

Forster’s view does more than present life, however artisti¬ 

cally life may be arranged. The superior accomplishment of 

the prophetic artist (not to be confused with bringing a 

message) in extension of meaning to undefined levels is 

justification for a distortion, if necessary, of everyday 

reality or a stretching of normal definitions of artistic 
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pattern or structure. Forster believes that the great 

novelist should not be restricted to a commonsense repre¬ 

sentation of reality: "Perhaps he will smash or distort, 

but perhaps he will illumine.Forster cays at one point 

in Aspects of the Novel that life in the novel shouldn’ t be 

"whittled or distorted for a pattern's sake,” but he ob¬ 

viously does not mind distortion for the sake of significance. 

The realism of Forster's own novels is akin to the kind of 

intermittent realism attributed by Forster to the artist 

who creates fantasy or prophecy: "he manipulates a beam of 

light which occasionally touches the object so sedulously 

dusted by the hand of common sense, and renders them more 

vivid than they can ever be in domesticity."-^ 

Forster makes a statement in Aspects of the Hovel con¬ 

cerning his distrust of an art of fiction which has com¬ 

pleteness of structure and "rounding off" as criteria of 

value: "The drama may look towards the pictorial arts, it 

may allow Aristotle to discipline it, for it is not so deeply 

committed to the claims of human beings. Human beings have 

their great chance in the novel...and the novelist's problem, 

as we have seen all along, is to give them a good run and 

to achieve something else at the same tirae."^ This some¬ 

thing else that the novelist should achieve brings us to a 

consideration of the "symbolic" portion of our symbolic moment 

principle. The something else is beyond story, plot, or 

character, and is connected with what Forster means by 

"prophecy," As we have already noted, a prophetic novelist 
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creates a work in which his characters and events stand for 

much more than themselves. If a novelist is capable of 

prophecy, the significance of the x^rhole work is much greater 

than the sum of the parts. Forster excuses his diffuseness, 

because the work thereby gains in multiplicity of meanings, 

in expansion beyond the surface incidents. Similarly, a 

work achieves significant expansion of meaning, or "opening 

out” if the artist is skillful in his use of what Forster 

calls “rhythm," defined as “repetition plus variation. 

The rhythm and prophecy of Forster*s terminology appear 

to be aspects of what this thesis means by the symbolic in 

describing the “symbolic moment." Forster’s symbolic 

moments contribute to an aura of “opening out," of reference 

to meaning on more than one level, which is the essence of 

symbolism as we here define it. Since the moments of 

heightening of intensity which serve as organisational 

units in Forster* s fiction are usually characterised by in¬ 

definite meanings and imply much more than is stated, we 
*1 

apply the terra "symbolic" moment to them.1 

This thesis takes symbolic to have the meaning of 

indefiniteness and multiple significance, akin to what 

Forster says of Proust* s use of a musical phrase in A la 

Recherche du Temps Perdu: "Heard by various people—first 

by Swann, then by the hero—the phrase of Vinteuil is not 

tethered; it is not a banner such as we find George Meredith 

using. The symbolic moment at its best, like the 

musical phrase Forster discusses, is not "tethered"; it lias 
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more than one possible meaning, occurs at more than one 

level. Though it is a device for structure and thus closely 

tied in with the plot, it does more than advance or high¬ 

light the climaxes of plot; it has wider application to 

Forster's themes and to attitudes not otherwise capable of 

being expressed. 

Forster cites Proust's use of a musical phrase in A la 

Recherche du Temps Perdu as an example of rhythm which 

gives internal coherence as well as added significance to 

his work. Forster's symbolic moments--loosely connected 

moments of significance--similarly serve a "rhythmic" 

function: they give both form and many-layered meanings to 

the work. Because these elements which compose his narra¬ 

tives have a completeness and expanding significance in 

themselves, Forster's works may be seen as not needing formal, 

artifical pattern. Significantly, Forster says that the use 

of rhythm "lessens our need of an external form."^ 

This introduction has attempted to explain that 

Forster's observations about the art of the novel are rele¬ 

vant to his own practice in structuring his works. After 

observing the use of the symbolic moment in Forster's 

fiction as a focal point of structure and themes, we will 

attempt to draw some general conclusions concerning the 

characteristics of the symbolic moment and its significance 

for discerning Forster's attitudes and direction of emphasis. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE SYMBOLIC MOMENT IN TWO SHORT STORIES 

It seems appropriate to begin our investigation of the 

symbolic moment as structural principle in E. M. Forster* s 

fiction with examination of a short story entitled "The 

Eternal Moment." First published in 1905# in the same year 

which saw the publication of Forster's first novel, Where 

Angels Fear to Tread, "The Eternal Moment" can be cited as 

proof of Forster* s interest in a moment which occurs in time 

and cannot be recaptured# yet having such timeless signifi¬ 

cance that it can be considered to have more value than the 

meaning of any accumulation of events of lesser intensity. 

"The Eternal Moment" concerns a female novelist who has 

written a novel entitled The Eternal Moment, which has brought 

prosperity in the form of tourist trade to the little Italian 

village it describes. Miss Raby*s novel was written around 

the idea that "man does not live by time alone, that an 

evening gone may become like a thousand ages in the courts of 

heaven,"^ The theme of this novel is the theme of Forster's 

story, for the eternal moment of which Miss Raby failed to 

take advantage twenty years before the story takes place is 

seen as the most real happening of her life. 

The story opens: "'Do you see that mountain just behind 
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Elizabeth's toque? A young man fell in love with me there 

so nicely twenty years ago1"(EM, 179). The speaker is the 

spinster novelist, and the description of the "moment** is 

pathetic for the contrast it points between the girl of 

youthful passion to ‘whom the incident happened and the older 

Miss Raby, who comments primly: "'it is a very gratifying 

incident to remember at my age’"(EM, 179). The moment has 

become eternal in a pathetic way, since Miss Raby has lived 

with the memory all these years without understanding its 

significance. In the beginning of Forster1s story, she de¬ 

scribes the event in ways which make it ludicrous, in order 

to hide from herself and others that a young girl's fleeting 

moment of passion, vigor, and connection with another human 

being can be truly important, ‘ihen asked what she did she 

says: 

"What a young lady should. Screamed and thanked 
him not to insult me. Ran, which was quite un¬ 
necessary, fell, sprained my ankle, screamed again; 
and he had to carry me half a mile, so penitent that 
I thought he would fling me over a precipice. In 
that state we reached a certain Mrs. Harbottle, at 
sight of whom I burst into tears. But she was so 
much stupider than I was, that I recovered 
quickly"(EM, 180). 

The humorous, rather sarcastic tone reveals that Miss Raby 

is one of Forster's well-meaning and intelligent but deluded 

characters who are in need of a lesson in the realities of 

life. 

Forster's structuring of the story is characteristic of 

the method used in the novels. The moment of intensity has 

been hinted at, and there is another moment to come which 
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will reveal meanings latent in the past moment which is 

merely recollected. Meanwhile Forster establishes the 

monotonous muddle of everyday occurrences which will make 

the symbolic moment significant by contrast* Until the 

climactic scene of second meeting with the now corpulent 

and obsequious Italian, Miss Raby engages in details of 

hotels, meals, and tourism, while observing the changes 

which have occurred in the village. 

Throughout the descriptions and actions which build up 

to the confrontation with Feo, Miss Raby becomes more and 

more guilt ridden and agitated as she contrasts the vul¬ 

garity of the town as it now appears, arrayed for the 

tourist trade, with its previous simplicity. Feeling that 

her Eternal Moment has had devastating effect, Miss Raby 

clings to the satisfaction which the beautiful new bell 

tower, representing the good which has come out of prosperity, 

gives her. Miss Raby is depressed but caught up in the 

activity of the place and the new hotel she has selected, 

until she realises that the materialistic generation which 

has built the new hotel has badly treated the host and 

hostess of her former visit, and after this realisation the 

conscientious spinster moves to the small, lower class pension 

of her previous journey. From this point the tension mounts, 

and the reader is prepared for a significant gesture by 

Miss Raby in token of atonement for her guilt. 

Miss Raby's peculiar psychological composition makes it 

necessary that she sacrifice herself in self-escposure, an act 
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which she believes to be the basis of communication: 

It was her pleasure to pretend that such self¬ 
exposure was the only possible basis of true inter¬ 
course, the only gate in the spiritual barrier that 
divided class from class. ... 

”l’ve never done it Cself-exposurel properly. 
Hitherto I’ve never felt a really*big fool; but 
when I do, I hope I shall show it plainly”(EM, 187). 

Miss Raby is obsessed with the idea that to rid herself of 

guilt she must make someone understand how greatly she has 

changed things. She is deluded and pathetic, but she at 

least recognises involvement with other human beings, unlike 

the tourists who are set in opposition to her. Her pompous, 

class-conscious travelling companion, Colonel Leyland, says 

characteristically: Certainly I have had too much to do 

with Tommies to enter into what you call ’’human relations.” 

A little sentimentality, and the whole army would go to 

pieces'”(EM, 185). 

Hiss Raby becomes so convinced of her own worthlessness 

that she is tempted to join the unfeeling, unseeing mass of 

humanity which Col. Leyland represents, and which Forster in 

A Room With a View called "The vast armies of the benighted."^ 

The temptation to stop seeking knowledge which is painful is 

a constant theme of Forster’s works. Surrender to this 

temptation for Miss Raby would take the form of agreeing to 

marry the supercilious Col. Leyland, with whom she could, 

she thinks, conclude her life harmlessly and in comfort. Her 

situation is similar to that of Lucy Honeychurch in A Room 

With a View, when the latter is tempted to renounce the partial 

revelations of reality she has received by marrying peevish 
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Cecil Vyse. Forster does not let his sensitive heroines 

escape; he places them in the position of confronting a 

symbolic moment from which they can learn if they face their 

true natures honestly* Miss Raby is as yet unawakened to 

the reality of her condition; she must realize the real and 

continuing significance of the eternal moment by re- 

esqperfencing and reinterpreting it. The moment of recog¬ 

nition of truth reverberates through the rest of the story, 

from the point when Miss Raby first begins to glimpse the 

necessity of confronting the truth about the past. 

A moment of surprise, occurring when she realizes that 

the concierge of the new hotel, who has cheated his former 

employer, is her lover of old, precedes and prepares for 

the moment of realization yet to come. The heightening of 

reality and the pain of sudden awakening to consciousness 

are vividly presented and characteristic of Forster* s treat¬ 

ment of moments of value appearing suddenly in the midst of 

boredom and petty details: 

’’And what is his name?” asked Miss Raby absently. 

”Feo Ginori," she replied. ’’You would not re¬ 
member him. He used to carry—" 

From the new campanile there burst a flood of 
sound to which the copper vessels vibrated respon¬ 
sively. Miss Raby lifted her hands, not to her 
ears but to her eyes. In her enfeebled state, the 
throbbing note of the bell had the curious effect 
of blood returning into frozen veins. 

"I remember that man perfectly,” she said at 
last; "and I shall see him this afternoon"(EM, 220). 

Despite the partial revelation, which only confuses her, 

Miss Raby continues unawakened as the interview with Feo 
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begins; she still blames herself for debasing human nature: 

"In England nearly twenty years before, she had altered his 

figure as well as his character. He was one of the products 

of The Eternal Moment" (EM, 227). She is still to realise 

the real significance of The Eternal Moment as well as of 

the true eternal moment in which she participated on the 

flower-covered hillside. 

Miss Raby gives us her reason for evoking the past, and 

though she is unaware of the profound effect it will have on 

her, her language reminds us of the timelessness of the 

symbolic moment: "All.day she had sought for a spark of 

life, and it might be summoned by pointing to that other 

fire which she discerned, far back in the travelled distance, 

high up in the mountains of youth"(EM. 229). This antici¬ 

pation of the symbolic moment brings out one of its important 

aspects--the feeling of detachment from everyday reality. In 

this case the distance both in time and space is beautifully 

described. The occurrence was not ordinary, yet the effect 

of the phrase "mountains of youth" is to generalise the ex¬ 

perience and give it an archetypal significance. Miss Raby 

seems to realise dinrly that it is for some reason important 

that she relive liar cherished moment; she must come to 

terms with the influence of the eternal moment in which she 

participated and of The Eternal Moment in her life and in 

the lives of others. Not until Miss Raby observes Feo's re¬ 

actions to her—his fear that she will make trouble for him 

with his wife, and his relief at finding that she will not 

ruin him—does she really experience the eternal moment for 
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the first time, feeling its significance then, as well as 

now. The magnitude of the revelation is brought out by the 

tone of solemnity, contrasting with the offhand way in which 

the event was first described as a ludicrous situation. The 

passage describing the symbolic moment is worth quoting in 

full, for it is the emotional climax of the story and 

illustrates the importance such moments of revelation assume 

in Forster's novels. 

She did not attend. She was watching Feo. His 
alarm had subsided; and he revealed a new emotion, 
even less agreeable to her. His shoulders 
straightened, he developed an irresistible smile, 
and, when he saw that she was looking and that 
Colonel Leyland was not, he winked at her. 

It was a ghastly sight, perhaps the most hope¬ 
lessly depressing of all the things she had seen at 
Vorta. But Its effect on her was memorable. It 
evoked a complete vision of that same man as he had 
been twenty years before. She could see him to the 
smallest detail of clothes or his hair...She could 
hear his voice, neither insolent nor diffident, never 
threatening, never apologizing, urging her first in 
the studied phrases he had learnt from books, then, 
as his passion grew, becoming incoherent, crying 
that she must believe him, that she must love him in 
return, that she must fly with him to Italy, where 
they would live for ever, c sicj always happy, always 
young. She had cried out then, as a young lady 
should, and had thanked him not to insult her. And 
now, in her middle age, she cried out again, because 
the sudden shock and the contrast had worked a 
revelation. "Don't think I'm in love with you now!" 
she cried. 

For she realized that only now was she not in 
love with him; that the incident upon the mountain 
had been one of the great moments of her life-- 
perhaps the greatest, certainly the most enduring: 
that she had drawn unacknowledged power and in¬ 
spiration from it, just as trees drax* vigour from a 
subterranean spring. Never again could she think 
of it as a half-humorous episode in her development. 
There x*as more reality in it than in all the years 
of success and varied achievement which had follox^ed, 
and rwhich it had rendered possible. For all her 
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correct behaviour and lady-like display, she had 
been in love with Feo, and she had never loved so 
greatly again. A presumptuous boy had taken her to 
the gates of heaven; and, though she would not 
enter with him, the eternal remembrance of the 
vision had made life seem endurable and good (EM, 233-235). 

This scene, a "moment" of emotional intensity, is the 

climax of the story in structure and in meaning. The moment 

is differently interpreted depending on the discernment of 

the character involved. Miss Raby sees the significance of 

the eternal moment which she had experienced on the hill¬ 

side; Feo and Colonel Leyland, unseeing, think she is still 

in love with Feo and that she is crazy to become so emotional 

over the past. The last action of the story is Colonel 

Leyland's gesture indicating Miss Raby’s madness, made in 

order to separate himself from her mistake in revealing her¬ 

self. He is indeed effectively separated by Forster from 

Miss Raby; she is alive, in contrast with his death-in- 

life state of certainties, moral and social rigidity. His 

reaction to Miss Raby's moment of intensity reveals the in¬ 

ability of the average man to benefit from the wrenching of 

reality brought about by the symbolic moment. 

Miss Raby's sense of guilt and impulse to save some¬ 

thing from the degenerate village lead her to offer to 

educate Feo's son. As he considers the profit angle, Miss 

Raby's idealistic vision of bringing the rich and the poor 

together is shattered, and she is further shocked by the 

realization that Colonel Leyland is as spiritually degenerate 

as is Feo. It is this glimpse of the Colonel's true worth 

which leads to the final acceptance of reality; she sees 
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that The Eternal Moment was after all not the cause of 

bringing evil into a world of innocence. Instead, she sees 

that the complex of good-and-evil is always present. She 

has been an instrument in evoking what was latent in the 

people of the village, but she has not been responsible. 

Because Miss Raby has the courage to face reality and 

learn from the symbolic moment, she appears as victor even 

as her ideals are destroyed. The final blow is the des¬ 

truction of the tower which has been symbolic to her of 

goodness and beauty, something worthy in the midst of evils. 

Feo says: "1A gentleman went to see our fine new tower 

this morning and he believes that the land is slipping from 

underneath, and that it will fall. Of course it will not 

harm us up here1"(EM, 243-244). The speech reveals Feo*s 

selfishness, but more importantly it takes from Miss Raby 

the final illusion of the possibility of separating the 

good from the evil; the tower cannot stand because of the 

corruption on which it rests. 

Miss Raby sees both men as weak, common, unequal to 

facing the unusual situation, and feels herself possessing 

a truth which is beyond the vanishing innocence of the 

village: she is heroic in the midst of her disappointment: 

In that^moment of final failure, there had been 
vouchsafed to her a vision of herself, and she saw 
that she had lived worthily. She was conscious of 
a triumph over experience and earthly facts, a 
triumph magnificent, cold, hardly human, whose exis¬ 
tence, no one but herself would ever surmise. From 
the view-terrace she looked down on the perishing 
and perishable beauty of the valley, and, though she 
loved it no less, it seemed to be infinitely distant, 
like a valley in a star(EM, 244). 
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This climax o£ the symbolic moment is a revelation of 

reality which makes the everyday world unreal* The language 

of the passage suggests timelessness. Miss Raby is seen by 

Feo and the Colonel to be crazy because she unconventionally 

speaks of realities beyond the surface of life, where money 

and class are important* She has a sense of the passage of 

time, of the destruction of human constructions, since she 

realizes that beauty and goodness are illusory and evanescent 

because of their connection with the complexity of humai 

nature; yet she is aware that moments which embody value are 

indestructible and real despite their short duration. While 

Miss Raby reflects on eternal beauty, valley, star, her com- 

panions exist on an entirely different level, ignorant of 

anything but surface reality: "Not only she, but he himself 

and all their equals, were degraded by it* She had dis¬ 

covered their nakedness to the alien"(EM* 245). 

The symbolic moment itself is perhaps not so well 

realized in "The Eternal Moment" as in other places in 

Forster* s fiction. But it is central to Forster* s conception 

and structure. The elaborate preparation for the revelation, 

beginning with the first mention of the past event, leads 

the reader to expect some such experience and makes the 

moment less vivid and spontaneous than it could be. The 

meanings of the symbolic moment are in this story made quite 

explicit. Forster tells us exactly what Miss Raby realizes, 

with a directness which disappears in his later novels, where 

the symbolic moment is deliberately left ambiguous. As is 
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typical of Forster's use of the moment as structural device 

in his novels, this moment of vision, of heightening of 

reality, is balanced by a presentation of the realities of 

everyday life, especially the manifestations of class dis¬ 

tinction. The surface of the novel of manners is well 

executed. 

Because this is a short story, there is room for only 

one moment of intensity, and we therefore have an excellent 

opportunity to examine the wide significance which a symbolic 

moment can assume. In this case, the moment seems the 

highest point of Miss Raby' s entire life, a scene in which 

she reaches perfection of insight and in which an earlier 

moment echoes, thus structuring her life along with the frame¬ 

work of the story. 

"The Eternal Moment" reveals in miniature many of 

Forster's themes, as well as his basic structural techniques. 

Ross Macaulay says of Forster's shcrt stories: 

...one finds them nearly all to be abstract and 
brief chronicles of the earlier novels. In them 
Reality, Life, Truth, Passion, Gaiety, Nature, 
Youth, call the thing what you will, fights for 
its life, in various garbs and with various 
weapons, against Unreality, Death, Sha$, Conven¬ 
tionalism, Dullness, Pompousness, Age.^ 

Notable for our purposes of examination of the symbolic 

moment is the theme of the person of the undeveloped heart, 

incapable of imaginative acceptance of any sort of emotional 

climax. The unfeeling, unseeing person either does not par¬ 

ticipate in a symbolic moment, or is baffled by it if the 

moment is presented to him. A common device of Forster’s 
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fiction is the confrontation of the person of sensibility 

and intelligence (who can learn from the moment when life 

offers it-“heiferepresented by Miss Raby) by the person of 

limited sensibility. The latter character is represented 

by Colonel Leyland--who is concerned with comfort and 

keeping the even tenor of his ways and therefore seeks a 

stultifying companionship with the lady novelist--and by 

the vulgar Feo--who is a sad contrast to the youthful man 

who seized the moment, which for him proved evanescent. 

In this alone is Mss Raby blameable-~had she faced the 

passionate moment of her youth perhaps Feo would have been 

kept from joining the "armies of the benighted" (RV, 265). 

Other themes hinted at in this story but more fully 

developed in the novels are: 1) the false relation among 

people created by money, seen in the Colonel*s motive for 

wanting to marry--"He was too delicate to admit, even to 

himself, the desirability of marrying two thousand a year. 

But it lent an unacknowledged perfume to his thoughts"(EM, 

198)--and in Feo*s consideration of the profit involved in 

giving up his son; 2) the importance of personal relations, 

shown here in the connection which was briefly made between 

Feo and Mss Raby and in the novelist’s insistence on giving 

yourself away to others by making a fool of yourself and 

revealing your soul; 3) the difficulty of communication, 

seen in the belief of Feo and Colonel Leyland that Mss Raby 

is still in love; 4) the theme of continuation of life, of 

family, seen in Mss R.aby* s attempt to recapture the nobility 
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of Feo's line by saving his son; and finally, 5) the good- 

and-evil nature of reality. 

This last theme is brought out by the condition in 

which Miss Raby's realisations leave her. Her acceptance 

of reality leaves her devoid alike of false guilt and sense 

of blame and of false hopes, memories, ideals. The grasp 

of the symbolic moment makes her keenly aware of her 

separation from humanity, her neglect of really involved 

communication with another hitman being from the time of her 

mistake in not accepting the moment of youthful vision when 

she might have. Her triumph is ambiguous, and is called 

"cold, hardly human"(EM, 244). The triumph is that she 

has lived honorably? with truth to herself and to her 

democratic ideals, but she has at the same time neglected 

the reality of the body, the acceptance of which is 

necessary for a character to be really admirable in Forster's 

view. The nature of the reality grasped by Mss Raby leads 

her to observe rather pathetically: "'1 suppose this is old 

age,' she thought, 'it's not so very dreadful'"(EM, 244). 

In finally accepting the reality of the valley she describes 

it as "like a valley in a star"(EM, 244); it is distant, no 

longer her valley, the place which she had in memory 

romantically improved upon and for whose corruption she had 

egotistically attempted to claim responsibility. In success¬ 

fully? detaching herself from false views, she seems to lose 

more than she gains. She gains the knowledge that her 

values have been worthy, but she faces a passionless life, 
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robbed even of the idealised memory of Feo. The understanding 

of the symbolic moment is often a painful experience for the 

character achieving it, but it is the uncommon perception 

and ability to accept entirely nev; modes of thought which 

give the character his stature in Forster’s scheme of 

values. i- 

"The Eternal Moment" provides us with a remarkable in¬ 

stance of the manner in which a single symbolic moment 

gathers in themes and meanings and removes the impression of 

a mere chain of events in time. We should note, however, 

that this particular short story is atypical of Forster’s 

usual procedure, which involves the use of fantastic and 

supernatural occurrences. Virtually all of the short stories 

include a symbolic moment of some sort to be experienced and 

understood; but the moment is usually an entirely unnatural 

occurrence. 

"The Road from Colonus" is again notable for absence of 

the supernatural, but it certainly involves more than does 

"The Eternal Moment" of the coincidental, the aspect of 

Forster’s novels which has been difficult for many critics 

to accept. Without going into as much detail as in dis¬ 

cussing the previous story, we should at least notice the 

powerful representation of the symbolic moment experienced 

by Mr. Lucas, a modern Oedipus, in "The Road from Colonus." 

It had been the aging Mr. Lucas’ lifelong dream to visit 

Greece, but the dusty reality of the place has disappointed 

him. However, the trip has managed to make him discon- 
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tented: "For the last month a strange desire had possessed 

.4 
him to die fighting.He admits to wanting to possess 

Greece as the land of young people, and his act of possession 

takes the form of his stepping into the trunk of a hollow 

plane tree from which a spring gushes and whone beauty and 

mystery have made it a shrine for the natives. The spring 

proves indeed life-giving and revitalizing for Mr. Lucas; 

he feels united with nature and man as he looks at the 

offerings of the natives fastened inside the tree: ’’the 

sorrows and joys of humanity had pressed even into the bosom 

of a tree”(CO, 148). 

The symbolic moment occurs as he leans against the 

trunk inside the tree, and the effect of it is to unify his 

vision of the world and his place in it: 

His eyes closed, and he had the strange feeling 
of one who is moving, yet at peace—the feeling of 
the swimmer, who, after long struggling with chopping 
seas, finds that after all the tide will sweep him to 
his goal. 

So he lay motionless, conscious only of the 
stream below his feet, and that all things were a 
stream, in which he was moving. 

He was aroused at last by a shock—the shock 
of an arrival perhaps, for when he opened his eyes, 
something unimagined, indefinable, had passed over 
all things, and made them intelligible and good. 

There was meaning in the stoop of the old 
woman over her work, and in the quick motions of the 
little pig, and in her diminishing globe of wool. 
A young man came singing over the streams on a mule, 
and there was beauty in his pose and sincerity in 
his greeting. The sun made no accidental patterns 
upon the spreading roots of the trees, and there was 
intention in the nodding clumps of asphodel, and in 
the music of the water. To Mr. Lucas, who, in a 
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brief space of time, had discovered not only 
Greece, but England and all the world and life, 
there seemed nothing ludicrous in the desire 
to hang within the tree another votive offering— 
a little model of an entire man(CO, 148-149). 

Mr. Lucas has been made whole by the vision of harmony 

granted him, and upon the return of his daughter and the 

other tourists he asks to spend some time among the simple 

inhabitants of the provincial inn which crouches in the 

shade of the plane tree. With his new perspective, he 

finds his companions intolerable: "Their enthusiasm was 

superficial, commonplace, and spasmodic. They had no per¬ 

ception of the coherent beauty that was flowering around 

them"(CO, 150). It is his wish to live out the remainder 

of his life in the place where he has found meaning, but 

the "real" world intrudes and he is hustled back to England, 

where his daughter cares for him. 

Unlike Miss Baby, Mr. Lucas is unable to develop a 

perspective which will allow him to accept the pettiness of 

the world once he has glimpsed a larger truth, and he turns 

peevish and pathetic. He composes a letter to his land¬ 

lord: "‘The reason I am giving up the house is this: the 

dog barks, the children next door are intolerable, and I 

cannot stand the noise of running water'"(CO, 161). It is 

obvious that lit. Lucas is irritated by the things which 

bring to him the dim and painful memory of a happy moment 

which he would have liked to extend. The final irony of the 

story is achieved by an extreme example of coincidence. 

A Greek newspaper (wrapped around some tulip bulbs) for- 
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tuitously falls into the hands of the daughter, and she 

reads that on the very night on which the party left the 

inn, the ancient tree fell on the house, killing all in¬ 

habitants* The daughter thanks Providence that she prevented 

her father from remaining there, but the reader judges 

better; Mr. Lucas’s death there in victory would have been 

preferable to the defeat of his forced return to England 

and an empty life. He should have been permitted to carry 

out the plan which the symbolic moment dictated to him. 

As is characteristic of many of Forster's best 

symbolic moments, the moment in the tree seems to have 

timeless, archetypal relevance. The feeling of being in a 

primeval place is realized by the background of an ancient 

land, deserted countryside, quiet, and solitude undisturbed 

by the presence of peasants xtfho blend into the landscape. 

The common life symbols of spring and tree combine with the 

votive offerings proving that men have been there before 

Mr. Lucas to create a momentary stasis which seems to refer 

to no actual time and place. The moment is unreal only in 

the sense of being divorced from common experience, for it 

is certainly the most intensely valid experience of 

Mr. Lucas's life. 
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CHAPTER II 

A ROOM WITH A VIEW 

In Forster’s novels, which we shall now examine., there 

is of necessity not one symbolic moment, as in the short 

stories, but a series of symbolic moments which stand out 

as main supports for the structure which is being built. 

In addition, there are less developed moments of symbolic 

gesture or action which anticipate the major moments and 

can be seen as either decorative or secondarily supporting 

in adding significance to the moments which are the major 

structural devices. These latter, secondary moments are 

less sustained than the moments of greatly reverberating 

significance; yet they have their momentary prominence be¬ 

cause of a slight twist given to an event, or—in Forster’s 

words—a beam of light falling on something which has no 

reason to welcome it. Thus the secondary symbolic moment 

is usually not revealing to the character involved, but to 

the reader, who can learn from it something about a charac¬ 

ter which may prepare him to understand how the character 

might act when faced with the moment of truth, the symbolic 

moment of confrontation. 

An example of the moment which is supporting but not 

essential to the main action of the story is seen at the end 

of the first chapter of A Room with a View. It occurs when 
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Charlotte Bartlett, who is a villainess, on the side of the 

benighted in the novel, is faced with an ambiguous symbol 

when she examines the hotel room which had been inhabited 

previously by the young George Emerson: 

It was then that she saw, pinned up over the wash- 
stand, a sheet of paper on which was scrawled an 
enormous note of interrogation. Nothing more. 

"What does it mean?" she thought, and she 
examined it carefully by the light of a candle. 
Meaningless at first, it gradually became menacing, 
obnoxious, portentous with evil. She x*as seised 
with an impulse to destroy it, but fortunately re¬ 
membered that she had no right to do so, since it 
must be the property of young Mr. Emerson. So she 
unpinned it carefully, and put it between two 
pieces of blotting-paper to keep it clean for him.1 

Charlotte learns nothing from this experience, but the reader 

learns a great deal about her character, as well as deriving 

a hint of the evil forces which amass in the latter half of 

the novel. This incident effectively dramatizes Charlotte’s 

inner life. She cannot function when faced with an ambiguous 

situation, the unknown, or what may be seen simply as the 

good-and-evil state of the real world. She immediately reads 

essential evil into the mark of the unfamiliar and shuts it 

up, trying to keep it clean or keep it from contaminating 

the world around her. Her action brings out the central con¬ 

flict of the book: the tension between the forces of 

"goodness" and decorum, represented by a spinster (Charlotte) 

and two clerics, and the characters whose "view" extends to 

an acceptance of good-and-evil, of passionate relations as 

well as proper and superficial contacts among people. The 

latter force for passion and truth is represented by several 
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Italian peasants and by Mir. Emerson,, a kindly old humanist 

and quasi-philosopher who presides like a kind of god over 

most of the action of the book, despite his rather tiresome 

sententiousness. To return to the gesture which Charlotte 

makes, the closing up of evil between two pieces of paper 

parallels her continual closing of doors and windows against 

the ’’view1,* often with the object of protecting Lucy 

Honeychurch, the heroine, from contamination. 

Charlotte is Lucy* s cousin, her chaperone for a trip 

through Italy, and she takes her duties as guardian so 

seriously that she acts to close Lucy off from life. In the 

scene just preceding the finding of the question mark, 

Charlotte has given Lucy a "protecting embrace"(RV, 29), 

representative of the stifling effect she has on the young 

girl throughout, and paralleling her action with respect to 

the question mark. Lucy on her own is quite receptive to 

experience; she opens the windows, enters discussion freely-, 

but Charlotte* s presence colors her very mode of perception. 

For example, early in the novel Lucy has been talking freely 

to Mr. Emerson (who is regarded by Charlotte as quite 

aggressive and improper) as a fellow English tourist in a 

Florentine church. Suddenly Charlotte enters, and Lucy* s 

reaction is one of panic at the prospect of Miss Bartlett's 

disapproval: "*0h, good gracious mel* said Lucy, suddenly 

collapsing and again seeing the whole of life in a new per¬ 

spective" (RV, 50). 

The central situation of A Room with a View is, on the 
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surface, a simple love story, beginning with the first 

meeting, in Florence, of Lucy Honeychurch and young George 

Emerson, son of old Mr, Emerson, and ending with their 

marriage and honeymoon again in Florence, though the greater 

part of the novel takes place in England. The growth of 

the still adolescent hero and heroine to a realization of 

passion and affinity is presided over by Mr. Emerson, who 

initiates the contact between them in the beginning by in¬ 

sisting that he and his son give up their rooms with a view 

for the pleasure and convenience of the girl and her 

guardian, tourists newly arrived and disappointed in their 

accommodations. The view, from which the novel takes its 

title, suggests escape, broadening of experience and of 

mind, and it is Mr, Emerson who in the end presides over 

Lucy's final acceptance of the view, her final escape from 

the imprisonment of a deathlike state imposed upon her by 

those who would close up her view. In the next to last scene 

of the book, old Mr, Emerson sits godlike and omniscient by 

the fire in Rev, Beebe's study, and engages the pastor, who 

by this time has become a devil figure, in a battle for 

Lucy's soul. He is successful in presenting the case for 

marriage with his son, and the reader is reminded that he has 

probably known the outcome all along, since the time of his 

first conversation with Lucy in the church in Florence, when 

he told her that in helping and understanding his son, she 

would come to understand herself. 

The progress to the comic resolution in marriage is far 
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from easy. Attention to the symbolic moments which are the 

high points of the novel reveals that the structure of the 

book is essentially a dialectic between the forces of passion 

and nature which are revealed to the heroine in the symbolic 

moments, and the forces of convention and celibacy, which 

occupy Lucy1s mind when it is not being shaken up by the 

intense and fearful experience of the moment. 

The structure of the novel is a basic division into two 

parts--events taking place at Florence and events taking 

place in England--with a final chapter set again in Florence 

and forming a sort of epilogue. The novel contains four, 

perhaps five, symbolic moments, four of which involve a con¬ 

frontation between George and Lucy, though the basic con¬ 

frontation after the first moment is more strictly one in¬ 

volving Lucy's encounter with the reality of self. The 

symbolic moments in the two parts of the novel parallel one 

another, one occurring by the river Arno in Florence corres¬ 

ponding to one by a woodland pool in England, and an encounter 

in the shrubbery of an Italian hillside paralleled by an 

encounter in the shrubbery behind Lucy* s home in the second 

half of the novel. The fifth moment Is the final meeting 

between lit. Emerson and Lucy, resulting in Lucy* s last- 

minute conversion to the side of the forces of life. 

A Room with a View begins with the smothering relation 

between Lucy and Miss Bartlett and with Lucy1 s half-hearted 

attempts to escape her cousin’s influence. She goes off 

sightseeing with Miss Lavish (an aggressive novelist who con- 
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siders herself quite "modern”), but finds herself alone in 

the church of Santa Croce, where she sees George and his 

father. Lucy* s description of George is a foreshadowing of 

the first symbolic moment; he has the peculiar effect on 

her of removing her temporarily from the sense of time and 

the mundane. Her reaction does not have the intensity of 

the symbolic moment, but her identification of George with a 

universal peasant type, when in fact he is more accustomed 

to using his mind than his body, and her haste to shake off 

the feelings he stirs in her prepare the reader to expect 

that something out of the ordinary may happen between them: 

She watched the singular creature pace up and down 
the chapel. For a young man his face was rugged, 
and--until the shadows fell upon it--hard. 
Enshadowed, it sprang into tenderness. She saw 
him once again at Rome, on the ceiling of the 
Sistine Chapel, carrying a burden of acorns. 
Healthy and muscular, he yet gave her the feeling 
of greyness, of tragedy that might only find 
solution in the night. The feeling soon passed; 
it was unlike her to have entertained anything so 
subtle. Bom of silence and of unknown emotion, 
it passed when Mr. Emerson returned, and she could 
re-enter the world of rapid talk, which was alone 
familiar to her(KV, 46). 

The phraseology of the passage brings out the opposition of 

the novel's warring forces as they exist in the person of 

Lucy—"unknown emotion" versus "the world of rapid talk." 

Lucy is glad to return to the world of talk, just as she is 

glad to return to the protection of Charlotte after ex¬ 

periencing her symbolic moments; the growth of self-knowledge 

is disturbing. 

The opposition of the forces of passion and of convention 

in Lucy is clearly seen in the first of the symbolic moments. 
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The event takes place as I/ucy, out for an evening walk and 

complaining that nothing ever happens to her, witnesses the 

murder of one Italian by another over a small debt. The mood 

of unreality which Lucy is in at the time is seen in her des¬ 

cription of the palace tower, ’’which rose out of the lower 

darkness like a pillar of roughened gold. It seemed no 

longer a tower, no longer supported by earth, but some un¬ 

attainable treasure throbbing in the tranquil sky. Its 

brightness mesmerised her, still dancing before her eyes 

when she bent them to the ground...”(RV, 70). Whether or 

not the reader wishes to extract a Freudian meaning from the 

image, it can be assumed that Lucy’s romantic vision has re¬ 

moved her from the everyday world, and as she witnesses the 

murder, the effect is of a dream sequence in slow motion: 

They sparred at each other, and one of them was hit 
lightly upon the chest. He frowned; he bent to¬ 
wards Lucy with a look of interest, as if he had an 
important message for her. He opened his lips to 
deliver it, and a stream of red came out between 
them and trickled down his unshaven chin(RV a 70). 

Lucy then catches sight of George as the effect of what she 

has witnessed begins to work on her: ’’Even as she caught 

sight of him he grew dim; the palace itself grew dim, 

swayed above her, fell on to her softly, slowly, noiselessly, 

and the sky fell with it...”(EV, 70-71). She faints, and 

when she opens her eyes, Forster tells us what goes on in 

Lucy's romantically-inclined consciousness: ’’She had com¬ 

plained of dullness, and loi one man was stabbed, and 

another held her in his arms”(RV, 71). 
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The symbolic moment: is in this case an entire scene— 

for after the blunt presentation of the reality of blood 

and violence9 George and Lucy wander toward the river Arno, 

and Lucy, feeling she has somehow revealed too much of her 

inner self, worries about how to restore "the world of 

rapid talk." Lucy's experience has given her a new 

perspective--’,The xtfhole world seemed pale and void of its 

original meaning"(RV, 71)—but she fights against the recog¬ 

nition of what has been revealed to her, feeling that she 

has acted sinfully in terms of her Charlotte-structured 

universe: "Again the thought occurred to her, *0h, what 

have I done?’—the thought that she, as well as the dying 

man, had crossed some spiritual boundary"(RV, 72). 

For George, acceptance of the moment comes easy. In 

trying to protect Lucy from consciousness of blood, he has 

thrown her blood-soaked photographs of paintings into the 

river. This act of concern for another human being has 

shocked him out of his self-centeredness and world-sorrow, 

and he is able to accept the view of the world offered him— 

a world in which joy, passion, and connection exist—as Lucy 

tries to deny the importance of what has happened: 

"Well, thank-you so much," she repeated. "How 
quickly these accidents do happen, and then one re¬ 
turns to the old life." 

"I don’t." 

Anxiety moved her to question him. 

His answer was pussling: "I shall probably 
want to live." 

"But why, Mr. Emerson? What do you mean?" 
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"I shall want to live* I say.” 

Leaning her elbows on the parapet, she contem¬ 
plated the River Amo, whose roar was suggesting 
some unexpected melody to her ears(RV, 76). 

Lucy is not ready to accept the ’’unexpected melody"; 

she feels confusion and shame. While she describes the ex¬ 

perience as a muddle, which she afterward tries to repress 

by avoiding contact with George, George squarely faces the 

truth and is concerned with extracting the real lesson with¬ 

out allowing muddle to exist: "Then the boy verged into a 

man. 'For something tremendous has happened; 1 must face 

it without getting muddled. It isn’ t exactly that a man has 

died.’...' I mean to find out what it is.’.•.It was not 

exactly that a man had died; something had happened to the 

living.,."(RV, 74-75). Lucy’s opinion of the real heart of 

the experience is that she has flouted social convention: 

"’And—this is the real point--you know how silly people 

are gossiping—ladies especially, I am afraid—you understand . 

what I mean?*"(RV, 75—italics added). 

The sjmibolic moment characteristically offers a vision 

of the real; thus George and Lucy are both concerned with 

interpreting what has happened in terms of the real as they 

see it. For Lucy, the real is still the surface of life; 

it will take four more moments of confusion before the sense 

of unreality engendered in the moment resolves into a co¬ 

herent view of the truth always embodied in the moment tinder 

the surface description of it. 

Lucy’s great fear after the first of these symbolic 
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moments is that: someone will find out about her indecorous 

behavior. She recognizes that this hazard means nothing to 

Georgej that he has little respect for the opinion of the 

respectable and will consequently not pretend to ignore her 

lapse. The difference between George and the always 

propriety-conscious Cecil Vyse, to whom Lucy becomes en¬ 

gaged when she returns to England, is brought out in two 

descriptions. Lucy, standing by the Arno after the murder, 

comments about George that he cannot be depended upon to be 

chivalrous, "averting his eyes from her nakedness like the 

knight in that beautiful picture"(RV, 75). In contrast, 

Cecil "always felt that he must lead women, though he knew 

not whither, and protect them, though he knew not against 

what" (RV, 202). Cecil is explicitly called a medieval man 

in the second part of the novel, implying preference for 

rules, asceticism, chastity; George, on the other hand, is 

always connected with Renaissance art, with muscular, 

passionate youths embued with the life force. The forces of 

passionate life and convention between which Lucy is pulled 

can thus be seen in the contrast throughout the novel bet¬ 

ween the Greek or Italian and the English, between the 

Renaissance and the medieval, between the life force and 

death force. A part of this first symbolic moment brings 

out the essential nature of the book's theme, when Lucy 

thinks: "She had been in his arms, and he remembered it, 

just as he remembered the blood on the photographs that she 

had bought in Alinari's shop"(RV, 75). The reality of the 
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passionate body is juxtaposed to the violence or evil which 

stains the pleasant, artificial surface of life, represented 

by photographs of art masterpieces. The blood and the photo¬ 

graphs further represent the two sides of Lucy1s nature— 

her passion, which is repressed, and her artistic-aesthetic 

side, which is now dominant. Lionel Trilling sees the blood 

on the photographs as symbolic of the incongruity between 
2 

real and unreal on which the comedy of the novel is based. 

After this first symbolic moment, the action of the 

novel becomes again a record of insignificant relations 

among the tourists. It is characteristic of the structure 

of Forster's novels that the sense of removal from time for 

character and for reader is followed by narrative again 

dealing with fltix, the mundane, in preparation for another 

moment of heightening. Lucy's irritation with the super¬ 

ficialities is, however, evident for the first time. She in 

fact replies to one of the clergymen for insulting the 

Emersons: "For the first time Lucy's rebellious thoughts 

swept out in words—for the first time in her life"(RV, 89). 

Lucy, used to having other people tell her what to think, 

finds herself in the position of questioning the authority 

of her friends on the basis of standards of her own which 

she is only beginning to formulate: "They were tried by 

some new test, and they were found wanting"(RV, 87). 

The tone of the interval between the first and second 

confrontations of George and Lucy belies the underlying ten¬ 

sion of Lucy's attempt to ignore the passion which has been 
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stirred in her. Lucy feels that it is fate that Charlotte# 

unknowingly, leads her back to the scene of the murder on 

the following day, and "celestial irony" that she be forced 

to go riding up into the hills in a carriage with a party 

which includes George, when she wishes to avoid him. 

Forster belabors his point too much, however, telling the 

reader things which he could deduce from Lucy's behavior. 

For example, the following paragraph really states the ob¬ 

vious: 

The well known world had broken up, and there 
emerged Florence, a magic city where people thought 
and did the most extraordinary things... Was there 
more in her frank beauty than met the eye--the 
power, perhaps, to evoke passions, good and bad, 
and to bring them speedily to a fulfillment?(RV, 91) 

Before the carriage ride which results in the second 

symbolic moment there is a fore shadowing event which repre¬ 

sents the persistence of the Italian character, representing 

the life force, in disconcerting the spinster-c1ergyman 

element and bringing out the pettiness and peevishness of 

those who live on the surface of life: 

Surely the vendor of photographs was in league 
with Lucy--in the eternal league of Italy with 
youth. He had suddenly extended his book before 
Miss Bartlett and Mr. Eager, binding their hands 
together by a long glossy ribbon of churches, 
pictures, and views. "This is too much!" cried 
the chaplain, striking petulantly at one of Fra 
Angelico's angels. She tore(RV, 85-86). 

The incident is obviously symbolic of the destruction of 

beauty by the deadening influence of those who cannot connect 

beauty with the reality of good-and-evil. It is of course 

ironic that the bound hands belong to two people who are most 
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concerned with preventing passionate connections. They are 

linked, though they dislike ties among people; their hands 

are bound up in token of the restraints they would impose 

on natural action by others. 

The Italian character again thwarts the precautions of 

the careful tourists on their drive into the hills above 

Florence, and the resulting confusion ends in the presentation 

of another symbolic moment: to George and Lucy. The element 

of unreality and universality common in the symbolic moment 

is seen first of all in the identification of the Italian 

carriage driver with Phaethon, he sweetheart with Persephone. 

It is Phaethon, after the party has scattered to enjoy the 

view, who, when Lucy asks in imperfect Italian to find the 

"good man," meaning clergyman, leads her to George. This 

common man has godlike attributes of omniscience and a sense 

of humor based on a large perspective which cause him perhaps 

intentionally to misunderstand Lucy1s words because he some¬ 

how knows her heart better than she herself does as yet: 

Italians are born knowing the way. It would seem 
that the whole earth lay before them, not as a map, 
but as a chessboard, whereon they continually behold 
the changing pieces as well as the squares. ...His 
arm swept the horizon gracefully; violets, like 
other things, existed in great profusion there; 
would she like to see them? ...An Italian’s ignorance 
is sometimes more remarkable than his knowledge. She 
could not make him understand that perhaps they had 
missed the clergymen. The view was forming at last; 
she could discern the river, the golden plain, other 
hills. 

"Eccoloi” he exclaimed. 

At the same moment the ground gave way, and with 
a cry she fell out of the wood. Light and beauty en¬ 
veloped her. She had fallen on to a little open 
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terrace, which was covered with violets from end 
to end. 

’’Courage!" cried her companion, now standing 
some sis feet above. "Courage and love." 

She did not answer. From her feet the ground 
sloped sharply into view, and violets ran down in 
rivulets and streams and cataracts, irrigating the 
hillside with blue, eddying round the tree stems, 
collecting into pools in the hollox^s, covering the 
grass with spots of azure foam. But never again 
were they in such profusion; this terrace was the 
well-head, the primal source whence beauty gushed 
out to water the earth. 

George had turned at the sound of her arrival. 
For a moment he contemplated her, as one who had 
fallen out of heaven. He saw radiant joy in her 
face, he saw the flowers beat against her dress in 
blue waves. The bushes above them closed. He 
stepped quickly forward and kissed her(RV» 108-111). 

This symbolic moment has been quoted in full because it is 

the real center of the novel, the scene which most embodies 

the spirit of the passionate side of man* s nature which 

Lucy must come to recognize. The symbolic moments which 

follow this one are rather anti-climactic and serve to re¬ 

mind Lucy of the passion and unity which she has already ob¬ 

served. J.B. Beer suggests that the scene intimates "that 

beauty is a primal reality, and that in this moment, therefore, 

Lucy is experiencing not simply heightened sensation, but 

reality itself." The "good” man is seen to be the passion¬ 

ate, natural man, and Lucy falls out of a dark wood to meet 

him, a fortunate fall indeed, and overseen by Phaethon as 

benevolent deity. The fall can be seen to parallel the 

original fall of man in that Lucy falls into self-awareness— 

symbolically in this moment, and fully during the course of 

the novel. The fall epitomizes the themes of the novel— 
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Lucy falls into light, knowledge, and consciousness of the 

passionate body; but again the shadow of death, of inhi¬ 

bition falls across the view which has momentarily become a 

great vista: 

Before she could speak, almost before she could feel, 
a voice called, "Lucy! Lucy! Lucy!" The silence of 
life had been broken by Hiss Bartlett, who stood 
brown against the view (RVa 110). 

The forces of death and convention obtrude between Lucy and 

full enjoyment of life, and the rest of the novel concerns 

her efforts to overcome them. 

The prolific quality of the landscape into which Lucy 

falls suggests the very wellsprings of life. The phrase 

"primal source" and the suggestion that Lucy fell out of 

heaven serve to remove the moment from time and present the 

universal aspect of a young couple's recognition of ardor. 

Gransden says of the scene: "The kiss among the violets, 

which on one level (the domestic) seems now a fuss about 

nothing, must also be seen as a symbolic pagan ceremony, 

presided over by the godlike and sexually radiant Italian 

driver, the type of George himself."^- The torrents and 

cateracts of violets parallel the rush of the River Arno at 

the time of the novel's first symbolic moment in suggesting 

movement, passion, and vitality, as well as the unstoppable 

tide of life. That some basic truth of life and death has 

been presented is made clear in the connection made between 

the first and second symbolic moments. As the party makes 

its way back down toward Florence, Forster comments on the 
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nature of the knowledge to which Lucy should aspire# a know¬ 

ledge which Phaethon possesses instinctively; "He tPhaethon] 

alone had interpreted the message that Lucy had received 

five days before from the lips of a dying man* Persephone# 

Tvho spends half her life in the grave—she could interpret 

it also* Not so these English* They gain knowledge slowly, 

and perhaps too late"(KV# 112). 

Just as after the first symbolic moment# the flux of 

life resumes. The return to the mundane is marked by the 

clergyman*s call to "courage and faith"(RV * 113) when the 

party is frightened by a thunderstorm on the way back to the 

city# contrasting with the Italian* s call to "courage and 

love"(RV* 110)* Lucy confides in Charlotte,, lets her ex¬ 

perience be interpreted by Charlotte# allows Charlotte to pre¬ 

vent her seeing George when he returns to the hotel late that 

night# and is spirited off by her guardian to Rome, where she 

meets Cecil Vyse. Lucy is befuddled; between visions of 

two very different kinds of reality# she sees even Charlotte 

as strange; "To her tired eyes Charlotte throbbed and 

swelled like a ghostly figure in a dream"(RV* 122). The 

mood and imagery of the description remind us of Lucy* s ob¬ 

servations of the palace tower, which figures in the first 

symbolic moment. Lucy does in fact recognise the impulse 

within her to give and receive love# but it is clearly mis¬ 

directed: "She only felt that the candle would bum better, 

the packing go easier# the world be happier# if she could 

give and receive some human love. The impulse had come before 
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today, but never so strongly. She knelt down by her cousin* s 

side and took her in her arms'*(KV, 122). 

Lucy's description to Charlotte of the vision she had of 

George in the symbolic moment is important in relation to the 

Greek humanist or Italian Renaissance antithesis to the 

medieval: 

"I am a little to blame. I had silly thoughts. 
The sky, you know, was gold, and the ground all 
blue, and for a moment he looked like someone in a 
book." 

"In a book?" 

"Heroes—gods--the nonsense of schoolgirls"(RV, 116). 

Lucy in another symbolic moment will repeat the vision of 

George and associate him with the same figures. The des¬ 

cription also brings out the association of brightness with 

this central moment. The light, dark antithesis is carried 

out throughout the rest of the novel, George being always 

associated with sunlight and air, while Cecil is connected 

with darkened rooms without views. Lucy has fallen out of 

the dark wood into sunlight, but it will take almost two 

hundred pages of novel before she is able to come into full 

possession of the view, because Charlotte and others remain 

"brown against the view"(RV„ 110). 

Self-knowledge and self-assertion would bring light to 

Lucy* s world, but she is controlled by forces beyond her 

power. When George arrives at the hotel, Lucy's caution pre¬ 

vails and she makes the symbolic gesture of putting herself 

finally in darkness—protecting herself against seeing the 

view and from being seen (symbolically known or understood) 

from without: 
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The door-bell rang, and she started to the shutters. 
Before she reached them she hesitated, turned, and 
blew out the candle. Thus it x*as that, though she 
saw some one standing in the wet below, he, though 
he looked up, did not see her(RV, 106). 

Part two of the novel, set in England at Windy Comer, 

the home of the Honeychurches, presents Lucy's narrowed view 

in the miniature English countryside, a world of garden 

parties and obligations connected with her engagement to 

Cecil Vyse. Lucy’s internal division is emblematised by her 

insistence on playing Schumann instead of Beethoven, the 

latter composer representing for Forster triumphant wholeness: 

The melody rose, unprofitably magical. It broke; 
it was resumed broken, not marching once from the 
cradle to the grave. The sadness of the incomplete— 
the sadness that is often Life, but should never be 
Art—throbbed in its disjected phrases, and made the 
nerves of the audience throb(RV, 188). 

Cecil and Lucy indulge in what is almost a parody of the im¬ 

passioned moments which George and Lucy have experienced. 

Lucy stands "flowerlike" by a woodland pool, and Cecil asks 

permission to kiss her for the first time. The result is 

grotesque: 

At that supreme moment he was conscious of nothing 
but absurdities. Her reply was inadequate. She 
gave such a business-like lift to her veil. As he 
approached her he found time to wish that he could 
recoil. As he touched her, his gold pince-nez be¬ 
came dislodged and was flattened between them(RV, 168). 

Through a series of plot contrivances the Emersons 

arrive to rent a house near Windy Corner, and the battle for 

Lucy's soul resumes. She is continually reminded of George's 

presence by the very people who tfould most like to protect 

her from recognizing her passion. George and Lucy's brother 
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become friends, and the third symbolic moment of the book 

takes place when Lucy comes upon them and the rector, 

Mr. Beebe, indulging in a sort of ritual bathing in the sun¬ 

lit woodland pool by which Cecil and Lucy enjoyed their 

chaste kiss. George salutes the passing ladies: 

He regarded himself as dressed. Barefoot, 
bare-chested, radiant and personable against the 
shadowy woods, he called: 

"Hullo, Miss Honeychurchl Hullol" 

"Bow, Lucy; better bow. Whoever is it? I 
shall bow." 

Miss Iloneychurch bowed. 

That evening and all that night the water ran 
away. On the morrow the pool had shrunk to its old 
size and lost its glory. It had been a call to the 
blood and to the relaxed will, a passing benediction 
whose influence did not pall, a holiness, a spell, a 
momentary chalice for youth(RV, 204} 

The impression of timelessness is generated in this moment by 

the use of words suggesting ritual action—benediction, 

chalice, spell—and by the suggestion that the pool had be¬ 

come temporarily glorious and possessed of divine proportions. 

The impression of a larger than life incident of enduring 

significance is further established by Lucy* s manner of ex¬ 

pressing the disconcertiig effect which the incident had on 

her: 

...she reflected that it is impossible to foretell 
the future with any degree of accuracy, that it is 
impossible to rehearse life. A fault in the scenery, 
a face in the atidience, an irruption of the audience 
on to the stage, and all our carefully planned 
gestures mean nothing, or mean too much. "I will 
bow," she had thought. "I will not shake hands with 
him. That will be just the proper thing." She had 
bowed—but to whom? To gods, to heroes, to the non¬ 
sense of school-girlsl(RV, 205) 
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This third symbolic moment reminds Lucy of the identical 

words which she used to describe the impression of George 

which she received among the violets. 

After this moment, Lucy retreats more and more into an 

unreal world as she finds the emo' ions stirred within her 

ever more difficult to deny. Significantly, Lucy is unable 

to accept the reality of passion and therefore refers to 

the memories as ghosts, but the very fact that they are dis¬ 

embodied makes them difficult to fight against: 

...the ghosts began to gather in the darkness. There 
were too many ghosts about. The original ghost— 
that touch of lips on her cheek—had surely been 
laid long ago; it could be nothing to her that a 
man had kissed her on a mountain once. But it had 
begotten a spectral family...The ghosts were re¬ 
turning; they filled Italy, they' were even 
usurping the places she had known, as a child...How 
would she fight against ghosts? For a moment the 
visible world faded away, and memories and emotions 
alone seemed real(BV, 212, 215-216). 

The battle imagery contained in the notion of laying the 

ghosts of the past carries over into the action of the re¬ 

maining chapters of the novel, even into the chapter headings 

themselves—'"How Lucy Faced the External Situation Bravely"— 

and—"The Disaster Within." The last named chapter contains 

Lucy's fourth confrontation with George. The moment comes 

about in an intricately contrived manner: Cecil reads to 

George and Lucy from a novel which just happens to be written 

by Mss Lavish, who was one of the tourists in Florence; 

Charlotte had described Lucy and George* s encounter on the 

mountain to Mss Lavish, who had put it into her novel; 

Cecil happens to read this very passage, and George’s passion 
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is so aroused that he kisses Lucy in the shrubbery behind 

Windy Corner. Lucy is better prepared to handle her emotion 

by this time, and she actively seeks to do battle with it. 

Forster makes it clear that the passion revealed to Lucy in 

the moment has been the real thing, and that Lucy is untrue 

to herself in fighting it: 

Then she prepared for action. Love felt and re¬ 
turned, love which our bodies exact and our hearts 
have transfigured, love which is the most real thing 
that we shall ever meet, reappeared now as the 
world’s enemy, and she must stifle it. ...The con¬ 
test lay not between love and duty. ...It lay between 
the real and the pretended, and Lucy's first aim was 
to defeat herself(BV, 246). 

Lucy determines to defeat the ghosts decisively once and 

for all, and with Charlotte to back her up, she sends for 

George in order to tell him never to bother her again. The 

sense of evil and control, seen in Lucy’s self-control, be¬ 

come pervasive, and imagery of darkness and death is every¬ 

where. George reminds Lucy that ”*I have been into the dark, 

and I am going back into it, unless you will try to under¬ 

stand”’ (RV, 255). Lucy fails to understand, and sends George 

away, but she senses that this act of rejection is a kind of 

death for her: 

Some emotion—pity, terror, love, but the emotion 
was strong—seized her0 and she was aware of autumn. 
Summer was ending, and the evening brought her 
odours of decay, the more pathetic because they were 
reminiscent of spring. ...the earth was hastening to 
re-enter darkness, and the shadows of those trees to 
creep over Windy Corner(RV, 256-257). 

George has at least managed to persuade our heroine 

that Cecil is not right for her, and Lucy breaks her engage- 
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ment the very same night. She cannot, however, accept the 

real truth about herself, and after she has dismissed Cecil, 

she resigns herself to the forces of darkness in a gesture 

which parallels her blowing out of the candle in her Florence 

hotel room. The passage has been often quoted in connection 

with all of Forster’s dispassionate, half-alive types: 

She put out the lamp. 

It did not do to think, nor, for the matter of 
that to feel. She gave up trying to understand her¬ 
self, and joined the vast armies of the benighted, 
who follow neither the heart nor the brain, and march 
to their destiny by catch-words, ...They have yielded 
to the only enemy that matters—the enemy within. 
They have sinned against passion and truth, and vain 
will be their strife after virtue(EVa 265-266). 

Luckily, Lucy is saved at the last minute through the 

aid of Mr. Emerson, who does battle against the forces of 

darkness which have been completely dominant. The fifth 

and final symbolic moment is set in the rector1s study, and 

there is a sense of great forces beneath the surface argument 

as Mr, Beebe and Mr. Emerson engage in the novel* s last 

battle. Lucy* s face is veiled, suggesting the ultimate in 

self-effacement, in shutting out light and beauty. 

Mr. Emerson’s kiss substitutes for George’s in this moment, 

and his reasonableness persuades Lucy to accept recognition 

of her love for George. The imagery in which the revelation 

is described suggests the themes of the view, veiling against 

the view, light representing self-knowledge, and darkness 

representing hypocrisy: 

She could not understand him; the words were 
indeed remote. Yet as he spoke the darkness was 
withdrawn, veil after veil, and she saw to the 
bottom of her soul. ... 
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He gave her a sense of deities reconciled, a 
feeling that, in gaining the man she loved, she 
would gain something for the whole xforld. ...It was 
as if he had made her see the whole of everything 
at once(RV, 308, 310-311). 

The aspect of universal significance which is characteristic 

of the symbolic moment is seen in Lucy1s recognition that 

she is fighting a battle not only for herself, but for others 

like her who would defy convention. Further, Mr. Emerson is 

sanctified and appears as a benevolent omnipotence, presiding 

over more than just this one incident—"It was the face of a 

saint who understood”(RV» 310). In contrast, Mr. Beebe' s 

"white face, with its ruddy whiskers, seemed suddenly in¬ 

human” (RV, 309). The battle assumes the universal propor¬ 

tions of struggle between good and devil. 

Lucy has finally accepted the correct "view” of 

reality; she has seen "the whole of everything." We would 

not need to discuss the final chapter, which presents George 

and Lucy back in the Florence hotel, were it not for a fur¬ 

ther ambiguity which it presents about the nature of the 

forces Lucy has been facing. George and Lucy discuss the 

possibility that Charlotte desired their union all along, 

and her love is seen as the manifestation of some unchanging 

force for life and truth existing under the surface of things: 

"Youth enwrapped them; the song of Phaethon announced 

passion requited, love attained. But they were conscious of 

a love more mysterious than this, ...They heard the river, 

bearing down the snows of winter into the Mediterranean"(RV, 

318). It was Charlotte who arranged the last meeting between 
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Mr. Emerson and Lucy; she had described Luc^s moment on 

the mountain to Miss Lavish, despite the promise of complete 

secrecy she had given; the reader is reminded of her am¬ 

biguous reaction to the question mark; she preserved it, 

but she had a passionate impulse to destroy it. Lionel 

Trilling sees the character of Charlotte as an important in¬ 

stance of Forster* s ’deep and important irresolution over the 

question of whether the world is one of good and evil, sheep 

and goats, or one of good-and-evil, of sheep who are somehow 

goats and goats who are somehow sheep."5 Trilling sees this 

novel as offering a compromise: "Mr. Beebe is a goat, 

Charlotte is a goat with a sheep somehow hidden within her, 

she is good-and-evil*n£> 

A Room with a View is the most frivolous of Forster* s 

novels—essentially a social comedy, though with hints of 

deeper significance contained for the most part in the 

symbolic moments. The symbolic moments in this novel are 

not profoundly meaningful in the sense of giving the reader 

a coherent view of Forster's universe, though they are of 

vital importance to the well-being of the characters involved. 

The basic structure of the work is the record of George and 

Lucy* s losing and finding one another—points of significant 

contact (in the symbolic moments) balanced by periods of 

separation by the mundane surface of life and by the un¬ 

feeling multitudes without the capacity for passionate in¬ 

volvement. The symbolic moments are perhaps less significant 

taken separately in this novel than in some of the others, 
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but they serve well as basic structural units to guide the 

linear progression of the story* We shall see when we 

examine A Passage to India that the symbolic moments contri¬ 

bute less to the linear development of the story, but more 

to an architectural structure of the whole, and that they 

have a more reverberating significance and ambiguity of 

meaning. The symbolic moments of A Room with a View are al¬ 

most tiresomely explained so that they point up Forster’s 

themes of the necessity of recognizing the passionate body 

in a distinctly human world of good-and-evii, the importance 

of communication and connection among individuals, and the 

obligation to search for truth and reality. 
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CHAPTER III 

WHERE ANGELS FEAR TO TREAD 

A Room with a View has been the first of Forster* s 

novels/to be discussed because Forster wrote the Italian 

section, Part I, in 1903, and the novel was therefore the 

first to be started, A Room with a View was not completed 

and published until 1908, Where Angels Fear to Tread, 

Forster*s first published novel, appeared in 1905, The two 

novels are similar in their presentation of a basic 

opposition of English middle class provincialism and the 

Italian world of passionate feeling. However, Where Angels 

Fear to Tread is a more unified novel from the standpoint 

of focusing more narrowly on a central theme which is but 

one aspect of the demonstration of passionate feeling in 

the Mediterranean character. This theme is the life- 

continuation theme—the inviolability of the eternal birth- 

creation- death cycle. The love of parent for child, ren¬ 

dered with archetypal significance in the symbolic moments 

which are the heart of the novel, has a more universal 

appeal than the theme of passionate love between young man 

and young woman as presented in Room with a View. Where 

Angels Fear to Tread must be seen as a work of more weight 

and closer in spirit to the later novels. I.A. Richards 

recognizes in Forster’s works "a special preoccupation, 
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almost an obsession, with the continuance of life, from 

parent to child, with the quality of life in the sense of 

blood or race, with the preservation of certain strains and 
rs 

the disappearance of others." The disappearance of strains 

is relevant to this novel, since the two major English 

characters, Philip Herriton and Caroline Abbott, are denied 

fulfillment and continuation, though they come to recognize 

the importance of the cycle of creation. 

The impulse to create, to establish a family dynasty, 

is seen as a basic fact of Italian life, and the impulse is 

embodied in Gino Carella, one of Forster’s natural men. 

Gino, and the Italian character in general, as he represents 

it, is natural in undesirable ways as well as in admirable 

ways--Gino is vulgar, unmannerly except when being elabor¬ 

ately courteous to his male friends, undemocratic, violent 

when angered, lazy, avaricious, and deceitful. Perhaps his 

most glaring fault is his inability to see a woman as a 

human being and his consequent incapacity for a satisfying 

relationship. He looks on a woman either as lowly and suit¬ 

able for bearing children (Lilia) or as goddess-like and 

thus above real human communication (Caroline). But Gino’s 

faults stem from passion and egocentricity and therefore 

have the effect of making it suitable and in fact necessary 

that he project all his energies into the desire to have a 

son in his own image; Gino is the most perfect of fathers, 

though not of husbands. 

The central action of the plot of Where Angels Fear to 
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Tread, as focused in symbolic moments9 is the presentation 

of the reality of the life-death cycle and the creative im¬ 

pulse to four English characters, two of whom are completely 

defeated by the forces they encounter without understanding, 

and two of whom profit from the revelation of reality granted 

them in the symbolic moments to the extent that their world 

views are enlarged, though they recognise deficiencies in 

themselves which make it impossible that they could ever 

find fulfillment, Lionel Trilling is perhaps justified in 

stating that nothing important is changed in the course of 

the novel: "The invigoration of the book comes from two 

3 
ideas meeting and one of them being modified,' 

That each of four not quite young Englishmen should be¬ 

come involved with one Italian man and his child happens in 

this way: Lilia, a rather stupid girl whose "one qualifi¬ 

cation for life was rather blowsy high spirits,M^' has 

married into a stuffy middle-class English family, to whom 

she is somewhat embarrassing as a widow left on their hands. 

In order to give the family a respite from this delicate 

situation and in hopes that travel may change her for the 

better, Lilia is hurried off to Italy, chaperoned by 

Caroline Abbott. Lilia falls in love with Gino, son of an 

Italian dentist, and Mrs, Herriton sends her son Philip to 

prevent a marriage; Philip arrives in Monteriano too late, 

for the wedding has taken place, and he returns to Sawston 

accompanied by a penitent Caroline. Lilia dies in child¬ 

birth, and now it is her child who proves to be a problem. 
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Mrs* Herriton tries to keep Sawston from knowing of the 

child, but Lilia’s child by her first marriage receives a 

card from Gino revealing the existence of the baby, making 

it necessary that the Herritons make the benevolent gesture 

of attempting to persuade Gino to give up the child so that 

he may be brought up as a civilised Englishman. Philip, 

his sister Harriet, and Caroline all proceed to Italy to 

rescue the child. Harriet advances clumsily; the baby dies, 

and the three ambassadors of Sawston return to England. The 

action sketched in this manner seems insignificant, but the 

important occurrences are the symbolic moments of recog¬ 

nition for Philip and Caroline of the meaning of Italy* s 

virulence and mixture of good-and-evil. They return to 

Sawston, but they are no longer in the Sawston spirit. The 

novel can thus be seen as a series of confrontations between 

Italy and England brought about in a cycle of separations 

and returns which parallel the cycle of the life force—the 

novel's central theme. 

The town of Monteriano is presented by Forster in such 

a manner that it is an entirely suitable place for the 

evocation of timeless significance which is the special 

characteristic of the symbolic moment. When Philip makes 

his first journey to Monteriano to prevent Lilia's marriage, 

Forster describes the approach to the town, stating that the 

tourist must "drive up eight miles of excellent road into 

the middle ages"(WFT, 33), and that "It was three in the 

afternoon when Philip left the realms of common-sense"(WFT, 
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33). Philip’s carriage travels through the little xrood 

which xtfill be the scene of the death of the baby, and the 

vitality of the landscape hints at the pox^erful forces of 

regeneration which the novel will present. As in A Room with 

a_View, a profusion of violets is the sign of passion and 

lack of restraint: "The cart-ruts were channels, the hollow 

lagoons; even the dry white margin of the road was splashed, 

like a causeway soon to be submerged under the advancing 

tide of spring"(WFT, 39). To Philip, Italy is a fairyland 

where all is goodness and beauty, and it is appropriate that 

the countryside appear to him as rather fanciful and 

diminutive until he begins to lose his hopelessly romantic 

vision. It is on the carriage ride into the village that 

Philip begins to meet reality, when he learns from Caroline 

that Gino is the son of a dentist—"a dentist in fairyland! 

...He x?as anxious for himself: he feared that Romance 

might die"(WFT, 42), 

When Philip sees the city for the first time, it appears 

to him as unreal in accordance x^ith his romantic vision, but 

the starkness of the description foreshadoxirs the vision of 

reality of life forces which he x-n.ll eventually achieve: 

The hazy green of the olives rose up to its x-zalls, 
and it seemed to float in isolation between trees 
and sky, like some fantastic ship city of a dream. 
Its colour vras brown, and it revealed not a single 
house--nothing but the narrow circle of the walls, 
and behind them seventeen towers...(WFT, 43). 

Gino and Monteriano are both drax-m boldly larger than life, 

befitting the importance of the attempted interference with 

the eternal life cycle x-diich they embody. Whatever happens 
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in Monteriano takas on intensity, for only the basic passions 

are allowed to exist there. The elemental quality of life in 

Monteriano is rendered by the bold way in which Forster 

depicts only a few of the essential appearances which make 

up the town: the dark wood with its profusion of violets 

on the road to the town, suggesting Dante’s journey; a cafe 

where the men enjoy their society exclusive of women; the 

opera house where passions are displayed without inhibition; 

Gino's house—labyrinthine with a womblike center; a gate 

where beggars proliferate; a church whose presiding saint 

achieved beatification by lying prostrate, thihking only of 

God, even while her mother called to her as she lay dying 

after a fall down the stairs; and finally a medieval tower 

which seems completely to dominate the town and which 

Forster makes too obviously a symbol for the good-and-evil 

reality of the town. In Philip’s words: ”’It reaches up 

to heaven...and down to the other place.’ The summit of the 

tower was radiant in the sun, while its base was in shadow 

and pasted over with advertisements. 'Is it to be a symbol 

of the town?’”(WFT, 174). 

Lilia is the first to confront the forces of life and 

death, and the reality of a mixture of good and evil in a 

symbolic moment. Lilia has been the victim of her romantic 

view of love. Thinking that she has escaped Sawston at 

last, she idealizes her relationship with Gino and announces 

proudly that she marries for love. However, she soon con¬ 

fronts the fact that she is not adaptable to the life of the 
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Italian woman, who is expected to leave her home only to 

go to church. She feels isolated and senses something in¬ 

comprehensible lurking behind the landscape which has known 

so many cycles of civilisation: 

If she left the strange house there was the strange 
little town. If she were to disobey her husband 
and walk in the country, that would be stranger 
still,--tsicl vast slopes of olives and vineyards, 
with chalk-white farms, and in the distance other 
slopes, with more olives and more farms.«.There 
was scarcely a touch of wildness in it—some of 
those slopes had been under cultivation for two 
thousand years. Buf it was terrible and mysterious 
all the same...(WFT, 87). 

Lilia is dismayed to find that Gino does not love her after 

all, that: ,fHis one desire was to become the father of a 

man like himself, and it held him with a grip he only par¬ 

tially understood,..Falling In love was a mere physical 

triviality, like warm sun or cool water, beside this divine 

hope cf immortality: 'I continue***(WT, 104). 

The shattering of Lilia* s illusions of happiness leads 

to an attempt to escape, but in a moment of contact with 

elemental reality, she faces the life-death cycle which 

she cannot escape. She chases a carriage which would take 

her to the train: 

The man’s back was black and square against the 
moon, and if he would but turn for an Instante 
she would be saved. She tried to cut off the 
comer of the zigzag, stumbling over the great 
clods of earth, large and hard as rocks, which 
lay between the eternal olives. She was too late; 
for, just before she regained the road, the thing 
swept past her, thunderous, ploughing up choking 
clouds of moonlit dust. 

She did not call any more, for she felt very 
ill, and fainted; and when she revived she was 
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lying in the road, with dust in her eyes, and dust 
in her mouth, and dust down her ears. There is 
something very terrible in dust at night-time( WFT, 
98-99), 

The silhouette of the man driving a kind of death-carriage 

which foreshadows the carriage in which Lilia's baby will 

die, the suggestion that the dust in Lilia's mouth is 

symbolic of something evil or inevitable—both contribute 

to the effect of a moment of more than common significance. 

Lilia has met her fate; she gives up and never tries to 

escape again, and dies in childbirth without really dis¬ 

covering the truths which were latent in the symbolic 

moment. The circular movement of the carriage followed by 

Lilia’s resignation to the creation-death cycle, however, 

reveals to the reader that Lilia has met reality. 

Lilia has been absorbed into the unchanging cycle of 

birth, love, and death, and with her safely out of the way, 

the Herritons think in terms of a "New Life" wherein all 

is aecord(WFT, 112). Philip, disenchanted by Gino’s 

vulgarity and materialism on his first visit to Monteriano, 

with the Italy he had appreciated only aesthetically, is 

temporarily in accord with his mother; however the oblique 

reference to the new life of Dante is clearly satiric. 

Philip and Caroline will come to see truths which will make 

a new life visible to them, but they first will have to 

break with Sawston completely. The Net? Life soon crumbles 

with reassertion of the indorainatable life cycle. The child 

of Gino and Lilia is the embodiment of the validity of human 

connections, bringing together even such diverse elements 
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as the societies of Monteriano and Sawston. The child, 

focalizing the theme of life-continuation which is not an 

important aspect of sterile Saws ton, brings abotit the 

initial rift between Philip and his family, for he abhors 

his mother's insincerity in pretending concern for the 

child, when she- is truly concerned only with proper appear¬ 

ances: "Xu one moment an impenetrable barrier had been 

erected between them" (HTT 3 133} • 

The accord of Sawston is seen to be superficial and 

dependent on similarity of opinion; it quickly breaks down 

in the face of reality. In contrast, the accord which 

Philip and Caroline observe and become a part of in 

Monteriano is a true brotherhood which survives violent 

anger as well as demonstrative affection, as will be seen 

in Philip's two confrontations with Gino. The involvements 

of Italy survive the knowledge of good-and-evil, but Philip 

still has to develop a perspective which will allow him to 

accept the crassness as well as the beauty of the Italian 

character. He fears going back to Italy; having once seen 

it as all .good, and noxv seeing it as full of mysterious 

evil, he dimly realises that Italy may somehow significantly 

affect him yet: " Gino's mysterious and terrible. He’s 

got a country behind him that's upset people from the 

beginning of the world"(WFT, 142). Philip needs to be 

affected, for he clearly is reprehensible in his role of 

supercilious and detached observer: "Philip saw no prospect 

of good, nor of beauty either. But the expedition promised 
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to be highly comic. ...what better entertainment could he 

desire?”(WFT. 145). 

Philip meets Harriet in Switzerland and together they 

travel slowly down through Italy to Monteriano. At Verona, 

a sense of evil fortune begins to overtake them, described 

in an image reminiscent of the dust which covered Lilia’s 

mouth and eyes in the scene which precipitated her decline: 

"And on the second day the heat struck them, like a hand 

laid over the mouth, just as they were walking to see the 

tomb of Juliet. From that moment everything went wrong..." 

(WFT, 146). It is perhaps significant that it is Juliet's 

tomb which the brother and sister are about to visit as the 

foreboding sign strikes them, for, like the family politics 

which interfered in the natural love of the young lovers, 

Philip and Harriet are about to attempt to interfere with 

the natural life cycle by separating father and son. The 

suffocating heat foreshadows the smothering of Gino’s baby, 

as ttfell as lending a mood of general apprehensiveness to 

the undertaking, which is to end in violence and death. 

In a less serious vein, Forster has fun with Harriet, 

whose obdurateness and lack of imagination are comical as 

well as ultimately tragic. The things that go wrong for 

the travelers are emblematic of Harriet's character: 

"...the bottle of ammonia in her trunk burst over her 

prayer-book, so that purple patches appeared on all her 

clothes"(WFT, 146-147). The following event is symbolic 

of Harriet's narrow morality and her distorted vision: 
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"*Foreigners are a filthy nation,' said Harriet, 'I donfrt 

care if there are tunnels; open the windows.' He obeyed, 

and she got another smut in her eye"(HPT, 147), 

The insignificance of the happenings on the journey to 

Monteriano is typical of Forster1s method of separating 

moments of importance by scenes duplicating the unsatisfying 

flux of life. However, Harriet's woes merge into a 

gathering sense of doom overhanging the mission of "salva¬ 

tion," a doom which is reflected even in Philip's observations 

of the landscape: 

Italy was beastly, and Florence station is the 
centre of beastly Italy. But he had a strange 
feeling that he was to blame for it all...For 
there was enchantment...He could see it in the 
terrific blue sky beneath which they travelled, 
in the whitened plain which gripped life tighter 
than a^frost, in the exhausted reaches of the 
Arno, in the ruins of brown castles which stood 
quivering upon the hills. ...There was nothing 
pleasant in that journey to Monteriano station. 
But nothing--not even tne discomfort--was common¬ 
place (WFT, 149). . 

The suggestion of the unusual and of powerful forces under¬ 

lying a decaying surface of appearances prepares the reader 

for the symbolic moments which will further reveal the forces 

of passion which give meaning to life. 

Philip experiences the first of his symbolic moments 

when he, Caroline, and Harriet attend the opera at Monteriano. 

In a riotous scene, Philip is recognized by Gino and pulled 

into a box by him and his friends. For the first time, 

Philip forgets his stuffiness and detachment and becomes in¬ 

volved in the human spectacle occurring less on the stage 

than in the audience. "He was drunk with excitement. The 
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heat, the fatigue, and the enjoyment had mounted into his 

head. ... * No I no l1 cried the young Gino • ’You don’t 

escape me now.' For Philip was trying feebly to disengage 

his hands. Amiable youths bent out of the bos and invited 

him to enter it. ...The next moment he was swinging by his 

arms. The moment after he shot over the balustrade into the 

bos"(WFT, 188). Frederick C. Crews says of this scene: 

"The episode is an hilarious symbolic tug-of-war between 
I 

Sawston and Monteriano...Monteriano’s victory ismequivocal." 

It is true that Philip is won over by the charm of the effer¬ 

vescent outpouring of feelings around him, but he is still a 

Sawstonian for all practical purposes, for though he gains 

an appreciation for brotherhood and communication among men, 

he has no concept of the life-continuation force, believing 

that Gino cares no more for the child than he himself does. 

It is Caroline who is the first to be "saved"—the 

first to be convinced of the reality of the child and Gino’s 

love for it, and the first to understand the power and beauty 

of the cycle of regeneration. Believing that she can best 

handle Gino and can convince him to do what is best for the 

child, she goes alone to see him. The mood of unreality and 

uncommon significance which we expect in the symbolic moment 

is prepared for by the description of the room in which the 

baby rests as womb-like. Caroline, waiting for Gino, stands 

in the parlor, which has been left prim and dust-covered in 

memory of Lilia, and looks into the disorderly room in which 

the baby lies, "...it was the mess that comes of life, not 
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of desolation. It was preferable to the charnel-chamber 

in which she was standing now, and the light in it was soft 

and large, as from some gracious, noble opening"(WFT, 197). 

The contrast between life-chamber and death-chamber, or bet¬ 

ween Italy and Sawston, is central to the conception of the 

novel. It is appropriate that the room which will be the 

scene of Caroline's rebirth and transfiguration be described 

as a womb, and we should note also that it has been des¬ 

cribed as the very heart of Gino's house and therefore 

occupies the focal point of the novel in depicting the life- 

continuation theme. 

Caroline quickly finds herself in a situation which 

makes the world of Sawston, for which she has come to "do 

battle with the powers of evil"(WFT, 196) seem unreal. Her 

symbolic moment begins as she is mesmerised by the smoke¬ 

ring from Gino's cigar, identifying it with all the strange¬ 

ness and evil of Italy which she has come to fight against. 

"The ring had extended its pale blue coils towards her. She 

lost self-control. It enveloped her. As if it was a breath 

from the pit, she screamed"(WFT, 193)0 The suffocating 

effect of the smoke—representing the reality of death, 

mystery, and evil which are all essential aspects of Italian 

life—parallels the dust in Lilia's mouth and the heat, 

clamped like a hand across the mouth, which hits Philip and 

Harriet. Caroline's vision of incomprehensibility in Italy 

soon gives way to a realization of the reality of the kind 

of love which leads to continuation of the eternal life cycle. 
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She observes Gino*s baby asleep on a dirty rug and observes 

that ’’this was the machine on which she and Mrs. Herriton 

and Philip and Harriet had for the last month been exercising 

their various ideals”(WT, 200-201). 

Caroline's symbolic moment continues for a considerable 

length of time, as she converses with Gino and finally re¬ 

cognizes his good-and-evil nature and the wrongness of her 

attempt at interfering with a basically fine human relation¬ 

ship: 

This cruel, vicious fellow knew of strange refine¬ 
ments. The horrible truth, that wicked people are 
capable of love, stood naked before her, and her 
moral being was abashed. ...The comfortable sense. 
of virtue left her. She was in the presence of 
something greater than right or wrong(WFT, 210). 

Caroline undergoes final conversion to the forces of passion 

and life as she performs the ritual act of helping Gino 

bathe the baby. This gesture of participation and resig¬ 

nation to the realities revealed in the symbolic moment mark 

Caroline as above pettiness and she is therefore represented 

as elevated to the position of Eternal Woman, or the Virgin 

Mary, second Eve, even as Gino is seen as an archetypal 

natural man or as the mortal father in the Holy Family. 

It was too late to go. Sheucould not tell why, 
but it was too late. She turned away her head when 
Gino lifted his son to his lips. This was something 
too remote from the prettiness of the nursery. The 
man was majestic; he was a part of Nature; in no 
ordinary love scene could he ever be so great. ...He 
gave her his son without speaking, and they knelt 
side by side, tucking up their sleeves. ...He put a 
chair for her on the loggia, which faced westward, 
and was still pleasant and cool. There she sat, 
with twenty miles of view behind her, and he placed 
the dripping baby on her knee. It shone now with 
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health and beauty; it seemed to reflect light, 
like a copper vessel. Just such a baby Bellini 
sets languid on his mother’s lap, or Signorelli 
flings wriggling on pavements of marble, or 
Lorenzo di Gredi, more reverent but less divine, 
lays carefully among flowers, with his head upon 
a wisp of golden straw. For a time Gino contem¬ 
plated them standing. Than, to get a better view, 
he knelt by the side of the chair with his hands 
clasped before him. 

So they were when Philip entered, and saw, to 
all Intents and purposes, the Virgin and Child, 
with Donor(WFT, 214-217). 

The child becomes more than Gino’s son; his right to 

escist is seen as proof that the forces of regeneration will 

always conquer Sawstonian decorum. Referred to as child of 

the Virgin, he thus becomes a saviour of the world, and he 

does indeed save first Caroline and then Philip from com¬ 

placency and a life without recognition of the most worth¬ 

while relationships possible in the human condition. The 

child becomes a Christ figure in the scene of Philip’s con¬ 

version, for his death results in Philip’s awareness of 

responsibility and involvement with humanity. 

Caroline’s symbolic moment has in a sense become a 

potential means of revelation for Philip, but when he enters 

the room he breaks the timeless impression and brings reader 

and Caroline back to a consideration of the mission of the 

English in coming to Monteriano. Philip does not participate 

in this symbolic moment, and though for the reader the scene 

has assumed archetypal dimensions, Philip misses the signifi¬ 

cance of the group assembled and reports to his sister that 

Caroline will no doubt return to help them get the baby, 
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though she was temporarily "swept off in a gush of senti¬ 

mentalism" (WFTj 223). Philip is the skeptic, the intellec¬ 

tual, the observer of life. He describes his position to 

Caroline: 

I seem fated to pass through the world without 
colliding with it or moving it—and I’m sure I 
can't tell you whether the fate's good or evil. 
I don* t die--I don't fall in love. And if other 
people die or fall in love they always do it when 
I'm just not there. You are quite right; life 
to me is just a spectacle, which—thank God, and 
thank Italy, and thank you—is now more beautiful 
and heartening than it has ever been before(NFT, 233). 

Philip has a narrow vision of reality—thinking of it in 

terms of good or evil and seeing romantic love as the only 

possible kind. He senses Caroline* s effect on him, but 

attributes it to a romantic attraction he has for her. 

Philip now is faced with two symbolic moments in rapid 

succession. In these moments, people do die and people do 

love while Philip is there, and hit recognition of the 

cycle of love, creation, death removes him from his detach¬ 

ment. 

The first of these symbolic moments occurs when Harriet 

kidnaps the baby from its rightful place in the heart-like 

or womb-like room in Gino* s house and in effect smothers it 

with her narrowly conceived concept of Sawstonian morality 

and duty. The moment is given an atmosphere of unreality 

and overhanging evil by a heavy rain and by the delivery of 

a message to Philip by a repulsive idiot: 

Nothing but horrible sighings and bubblings came 
out of the man. ...In another country he would 
have been shut up; here he was accepted as a 
public institution, and part of Nature's scheme. 
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...A horrible hand pushed three soldi into his 
lap. It was part of the idiot's malady only to 
receive what was just for his services, ...Go 
onl" shouted Philip, and flung the money into 
the road. He was frightened at the episode; the 
whole of life had become unreal(WFT, 243-245). 

The idiot is a part of the good-and-evil reality which Philip, 

though he now sees life as unreal, must understand as real 

and worthy of his involvement. The idiot's sightings and 

bubblings are foreshadowing of the baby's horrible soundless 

crying in the death-carriage, and his insistence on justice 

is a comment on the gross injustice of Harriet and Philip's 

crime, which is the result of false or indifferent application 

of intelligence. 

A sense of gloom overhangs the carriage ride from the 

beginning, and the sorrow is made to have extensive refer¬ 

ence: "It was as if they were travelling with the whole 

world's sorrow, as if all the mystery, all the persistency 

of woe were gathered to a single fount" (IJFT, 249-250). In 

accordance with the purpose of giving this symbolic moment 

archetypal significance, Harriet is identified with her pre¬ 

decessors in holy seal. Philip is affected by the contrast 

between the unnaturalness of the relation between the baby 

and Harriet and the rightness of the symbolic tableau be 

witnessed in Gino's house: 

"Hushl" answered Harriet, and dandled the bundle 
laboriously, like some bony prophetess—Judith, 
or Deborah, or Jael. lie had last seen the baby 
sprawling on the knees of Miss Abbott, shining 
and naked, with twenty mi" es of view behind him, 
and his father kneeling by his feet. And that 
remembrance, together -with Harriet, and the 
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darkness, and the poor idiot, and the silent rain, 
filled him with sorrow and with the expectation 
of sorrow to come (WFT, 247). 

The death of the baby occurs in the little wood of 

violets which we have discussed as symbolic of the life force, 

Philip senses that there is something wrong with the child, 

and as he strikes a match to attempt to pierce the gloom and 

see the baby's face (the flame representing Philip’s first 

gesture toward human concern—the carriage overturns and he 

finds himself lying in the mud and darkness. Philip's fran¬ 

tic attempts to find the baby and then to revive it represent 

his newly realised connection with the rest of humanity and 

his recognition that the cycle of generation is sacred. He 

comments, after realizing that the child is dead— 

As yet he could scarcely survey the thing. It was 
too great. Round the Italian baby who had died in 
the mud there centred deep passions and high hopes. 
...Now the baby had gone, but there remained this 
vast apparatus of pride and pity and love. For the 
dead, who seemed to take away so much, really take 
with them nothing that is ours. The passion they 
have aroused lives after them...(WFT, 255-256). 

The mud, the darkness, the closed carriage, the crying with¬ 

out noise because of inability to draw breath in the close¬ 

ness of Harriet's embrace—all contribute to the impression 

that Sawstonian morality is stultifying and evil in its attempt 

to enclose large passions in a small compass. Crews comments 

that "the overturning of the carriage is the overturning of 

narrow Sawston morality."^ The moment is symbolic for Philip 

and potentially so for Harriet, but she fails as a human 

being in failing to accept a reality of good-and-evil in 
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which she can recognize her own failings. She suffers a 

nervous collapse which Crews says is the result of "too 

sudden and too brilliant an exposure to reality." Harriet 

sees only the surface of things, and can see only the 

literal meaning of the symbolic moment: "she soon ceased 

to realize that anything was wrong beyond the death of a 

poor little child"(HFT9 273). 

The episode, the real dramatic center of the novel, 

has been much discussed by critics. J.B. Beer sees it as 

"Forster's closest attempt to deal with the facts of evil 

and suffering in the early novels. The stupidity of Harriet 

and the unconcern of Philip have led to this moment, which 

seems while it lasts to symbolize all the misery in the 
O 

world that is caused by stupidity and unconcern." The 

moment's violence—especially since the object of destruction 

is a child—has irritated many readers. But Lionel Trilling 

and K.W. Gransden justify it on aesthetic grounds and on 

grounds of truth to life. Trilling believes that the writer 

perhaps should suggest the element of chance in life; and 

he also sees sudden death as a convenient means to alter 

the meaning of all the other characters of a novel, as in a 

game of chess "the value of all the pieces on the board may 

be changed by the removal of a single piece, the forces 

shifting and the game entering a new phase.Gransden 

comments that "Forster has a poet's impatience with the 

routine of life, the marriage that goes on, the baby that 

(however inconveniently) grows up. Indeed, every now and 
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then he throws off the board all the steady arrangements of 

i n 
the Victorian fiction-game*"'1' 

The episode indeed changes Philip—but more than in 

external circumstances* The baby1s death is his rebirth, 

and thus Philip himself becomes a part of the cycle of re¬ 

generation which he has violated. Philip recognises that 

his indifference to Harriet's plan has been reprehensible 

and that he therefore should be the one to tell Gino of the 

event of enormous significance* The scene of confrontation 

between Philip and Gino is a parallel to the joyous opera 

scene of brotherhood—but here Gino's anger is just as 

passionate as his affection was in the previous scene* It 

is another symbolic moment for Philip, and in the vein of 

carrying on the salvation theme, the moment may be seen as 

his necessary suffering and purgation. 

Gino’s irrational motions in searching for a son he 

can’t accept as dead initiate the mood of unreality—and 

when he catches and begins to torture Philip, the latter is 

literally removed from consciousness of the real world, so 

that the feeling of revelation of truths of another plane 

common in the symbolic moment here assumes a physical di¬ 

mension: 

Vivid pictures were dancing through the pain.*. 
He felt that he was growing weaker; his brain 
wandered: the agony did not seem so great. Not 
all Gino's care could indefinitely postpone the 
end. His yells and gurgles became mechanical- 
functions of the tortured flesh rather than true 
notes of indignation and despair(WFT, 263). 
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Philip’s acceptance of his physical and Gino’s psycho¬ 

logical suffering purges him of sham. His face is covered 

with dust and foam, signifying his confrontation with 

physical reality, and paralleling the dust in Lilia* s mouth 

and eyes as she confronted reality while trying to escape 

Monteriano• 

The modd abruptly changes when Caroline enters to save 

Philip literally from death at Gino’s hands—and 

figuratively to save him by bringing to him a consciousness 

of a transcending kind of love which can accept both 

passionate love and passionate violence in another human 

being. The room fills with light, and Philip sees Caroline 

as the focus of the knowledge he has received in the symbolic 

moment. The mood of archetypal meaning persists: 

All through the day Miss Abbott had seemed to 
Philip like a goddess, and more than ever did she 
seem so now. ...Her eyes were open, full of infinite 
pity and full of majesty, as if they discerned the 
boundaries of sorrow, and saw unimaginable tracts 
beyond. Such eyes he had seen in great pictures but 
never in a mortal. Her hands were folded round the 
sufferer, stroking him lightly, for even a goddess 
can do no more than that. 

Philip looked away, as he sometimes looked 
ax-ray from the great pictures where visible forms 
suddenly become inadequate for the things they have 
shown to us. He was happy; he was assured that 
there was greatness in the world. There came to him 
an earnest desire to be good through the e:cample of 
this good woman. He would try henceforward to be 
worthy of the things she had revealed. Quietly, 
without hysterical prayers or banging of drums, he 
underwent conversion. He was saved(WFT, 266-267). 

Caroline’s love for Gino is seen as something pure; 

her serenity in her service to others and the light which 
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accompanies her entrance suggests once again Caroline as 

representing the Virgin, As Virgin she is an intercessor, 

and performs the role of uniting or mediating between people. 

She early in the novel approved the relation between Gino 

and Lilia; she was instrumental in interceding for the 

welfare/of the child; and she now unites Philip and Gino 

in a common bond of sorrow and recognition of life force. 

As agent of Philip’s final transformation, she presides 

over the ritual act marking his acceptance of both the good 

and the evil (or passion capable of evil) in the Italian 

character—Gino and Philip join in drinking the milk which 

was meant for the child. This action is clearly a gesture 

of reconciliation of all the opposites of Sawstonianism and 

Monteriano; the obvious reference to life-giving substance 

and maternal properties reflects not only on Caroline1s 

role as goddess or intercessor and the baby1s role as 

saviour, but on the central theme of cyclical forces of 

generation. 

Philip’s learning process is complete with the last of 

the symbolic moments, though he still entertains a romantic 

notion that he and Caroline may find fulfillment in a life 

together. This delusion is dispelled when on the train 

back to England Caroline reveals that she loves Gino for his 

physical attributes. Caroline becomes even more deified in 

Philip’s eyes as he realizes that she saved him from Gino 

even though to see the Italian again was painful to her and 

even though Philip had killed the son of the man she loved. 
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Caroline feels that her love for Gino is somehow unrefined. 

But Philip, with his new larger view and complete self¬ 

lessness, can think: 

For the thing was even greater than she imagined. 
Nobody but himself would ever see round it now. 
And to see round it he was standing at an immense 
distance. He could even be glad that she had once 
held the beloved in her arms. ...She seemed to be 
transfigured, and to have indeed no part with re¬ 
finement or unrefinement any longer. .•.The wcnan 
was a goddess to the end. For her no love could be 
degrading: she stood outside all degradation. 
This episode, which she thought so sordid, and 
which was so tragic for him, remained supremely 
beautiful(NFT, 282-283). 

Philip, pompous and supercilious at the beginning of the en¬ 

tire affair, had hoped that Italy would transform Lilia; 

instead, he sees Caroline transfigured and himself trans¬ 

formed so that he is able even to become a kind of saviour 

himself, for in understanding Caroline's unrequited passion 

for Gino, "he had made her life endurable"(WT, 283). 

Caroline has "no part with refinement or unrefinement" 

(NFT, 282)—her physical passion is one aspect of her good- 

and-evil nature which Philip accepts and even reveres. 

Philip's final position is one of detachment, though 

based on love rather than indifference: 

Life was even greater than he had supposed, but it 
was even less complete. He had seen the need for 
strenuous work and for righteousness. And now he 
saw what a very little way those things would 
go(flFT, 273). 

McConkey comments that Philip has discovered a paradox in 

his involvement with humanity: "the all encompassing view, 

the one that includes humanity and not merely one's own 

particular niche, requires the exclusion of the individual 
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11 
ego with all its hopes and desires." Now aware of the 

implications that any action or non-action on his part have 

for the rest of humanity, Philip finds himself unable to 

speak only for himself, and he thinks of Caroline when he 

decides not to complicate her mind further with an offer of 

his love. 

Forster* s attitude toward acting on the passionate 

reality revealed in the symbolic moments is in this novel am¬ 

biguous. The heart is preferable to the head as guide, in 

so far as following the head excludes passionate involvement, 

but it is at the same time by itself an inadequate guide to 

conduct: Lilia follows her heart in marrying Gino but is 

unhappy because she does not use intelligence in her decision; 

Caroline’s heart tells her she loves Gino, but she sees basic 

differences which will not allow a union. 

Unlike A Room with a View, which ends comically and 

triumphantly with a marriage, Where Angels Fear to Tread 

ends inconclusively and is thus closer in spirit to Forster’s 

following novels. As Trilling says succinctly: "The 

story...begins in a comedy of manners, goes on to fierceness 

and melodrama and ends in an enlightened despair."'12 The 

melodrama of Where Angels Fear to Tread occurs in the 

symbolic moments and is the result of a clashing of basic 

forces in which the good overcomes the evil, the natural 

defeats the sham, Monteriano overcomes Sawston, life over¬ 

comes death. But the good which is victorious is the 

position which recognizes good-and-evil.. Thus—though as 
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Crews puts it, the universe of Where Angels Fear to Tread 

and A Room with a View is comic in that characters are pun¬ 

ished or rewarded in accordance with whether they adopt the 

right attitudes --the victory which comes out of melodrama 

in Where Angels Fear to Tread is ambiguous. Philip and 

Caroline are surely better people at the end--the good has 

triumphed in that they have accepted a vision of good-and- 

evil--but this good has not made them happier and they are 

not assured of fulfillment in any aspect of their lives. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE LONGEST JOURHE7 AND HOWARDS END 

A. General 

The Longest Journey (1907) and Howards End (1910) will 

be discussed only briefly because, unlike Forster’s other 

novels, they are built around a framework of problems and 

ideas rather than around moments of revelation. Hoxre.rds End 

in particular is domestic and discursive. This is not to 

say that these novels do not contain symbolic moments. As 

we shall see both novels have good examples of a heightened 

moment which reveals reality to a character, or ties to¬ 

gether meanings for the reader. The point is that the 

symbolic moments in these novels do not so easily form a 

coherent structural pattern, the emphasis in quantity at 

least being on scenes involving discourse, conversation— 

mundane occurrences explained at length by Forster—rather 

than a few meaningful episodes. In contrast, A Room with a 

View, and especially Where Angels Fear to Tread and A Passage 

to India, have a certain compactness—we remember them as 

a series of moments of greatly heightened reality. Crews, 

speaking of The Longest Journey, says that ’’Forster is con¬ 

vinced that certain moments in life have a legitimate 

symbolic value, but he is also aware of the obverse of this: 

most moments are part of a senseless flux. While The 
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Longest Journey upholds the value of true symbolism, most of 
•} 

its emphasis is laid on the negative side.ni 

B. The Longest Journey 

The above statement by Crews is true of the meaning as 

well as the method of The Longest Journey. As Crews implies, 

one important theme of The Longest Journey is the nature of 

reality. Rickie, the hero of the novel, and a sort of young 

Forster, is concerned with deciding what in life is worth 

holding on to. Forster presents his hero’s reaction to a 

series of symbolic moments of which Rickie makes the wrong 

interpretation—as we have seen earlier Forster heroes do— 

but Rickie's fault is more basic. Forster sees it as wrong 

to pay overmuch attention to the symbolic moment””to 

romanticize life to the extent that the heightening of 

reality achieved in the symbolic moment precludes an adjust¬ 

ment to the everyday. Rickie fails to meet life, and dies, 

because he idealises a single human being—one living and 

one dead—to the extent that he cannot see the reality of 

good-and-evil of which each is a part. 

The first of Rickie* s idealizations is of Agnes 

Pembroke, a Sawstonian without imagination or sensitivity 

who is wrong as a marriage partner for Rickie, the Cambridge 

graduate inclined toward abstruse thinking and highly 

emotional reactions. Xt is a symbolic moment which falsely 

reveals Agnes to Rickie in such a way that he connects her 

with the beauty of passionate love when he meets it for the 
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first time. He sees Agnes and her fiance in one another’s 

arms as ha accidentally intrudes: "He only looked for a 

moment, but the sight burnt into his brain...Her face had 

no expression. It stared at the intruder and never saw him. 

Then her lover kissed it, and immediately it shone with 

mysterious beauty, like some star." Rickie's imagination 

transfigures the lovers: "He seemed to be looking doxra 

coloured valleys. Brighter they glowed, till gods of pure 

flame were born in them, and then he was looking at pinnacles 

of virgin snow"(LJ, 52). Rickie sees them as "priest and 

high priestess" and thinks of their union as heavenly, 

physical reality is interpreted by Rickie as spiritual. 

A 

It 

is ironic that as he meditates on what Agnes represents for 

him ("there were hints of splendour still hidden—hints of 

an older, richer, and more mysterious land"), he misinter¬ 

prets his own romantic flight, mistaking it for the real: 

"She had more reality than any other woman in the world" 

LJ, 60). 

Gerald dies; Rickie identifies himself with his romantic 

conception of Gerald's passion and marries Agnes, thus 

tying himself doxra to Sawston morality. After the second 

symbolic moment, which will be discussed presently, Rickie 

joins Sawston in spirit, rejecting the realities of Cambridge 

and Wiltshire \;hich are offered him. The novel is divided 

into three sections—Cambridge, Sawston, and Wiltshire— 

Cambridge representing freedom of intellect and imagination, 

Wiltshire representing freedom of body and connection to 

earth and to the past. Rickie falls victim to Sax^ston petti- 
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ness and daath-in-life—all the negative attributes to which 

Italy was opposed in the first two novels discussed. 

Agnes and Rickie go to Wiltshire to see Mrs* Failing, 

Rickie’s father’s sister. Mrs. Failing broods like an evil 

genius over FtLckie’ s life—continuing the blight of his 

father's debauchery* But Mrs. Failing is not the true rep¬ 

resentative of Wiltshire; in her house lives Stephen 

Wonham—a crude but likable young peasant who proves to be 

Rickie's half-brother. Mrs, Failing reveals this fact to 

Rickie in a symbolic moment taking place, appropriately, be¬ 

neath a tree which is the exact center of a group of circular 

burial mounds called the Cadbury Rings. The symbolism of 

the rings is connection--of past and present, death and 

life, man and nature--and at the centre Rixkie can find 

reality--just as his Cambridge friend Answell sees reality 

as a series of squares and circles inside one another--tb^ 

’real’ one being ’’the one in the middle of everything, that 

there'3 never room enough to draw”(LJ, 27). 

The symbolic moment in the Cadbury Rings is really the 

center of the novel. If Rickie were able to interpret the 

connections with which he is there faced, he could know 

reality: he would combine the virtues of Cambridge and 

Wiltshire and reject SnwstonianAsm. The pattern formed by 

the rings is like that of Ansell’s geometrical figures; 

they lend an element of timelessness and ambiguity of meaning 

to Rickie1s experience because of their uncertain origin: 

”A bank of grass enclosed a ring of turnips, which enclosed 
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a second bank of grass, which enclosed more turnips, and in 

the middle of the pattern grew one small tree. British? 

Roman? Saxon? Danish?”(LJ, 115). The symbolic moment is 

given an even greater circle of significance because 

Wiltshire is seen as the very heart of England; Rickie can 

see the whole of the pattern from a vantage point atop the 

Rings: 

The whole system of the country lay spread before 
Rickie...Here is the heart of bur Island; the 
Chiiterns, the Worth Downs, the South Downs radiate 
here. The fibres of England unite in Wiltshire, 
and did we condescend to worship her, here we 
should erect our national shrine(LJ, 146-147). 

The tranquility of Rickie?s mood is shattered by the 

revelation that Stephen is his half-brother. The ghost of 

his father lurking in the past seem to assault him 

physically in the moment of unreality: 

But he heard ter no longer. He was gazing at the 
past, which he had praised so recently, which 
gaped ever wider, like an unhallowed grave. Turn 
where he would, it encircled him. It took visible 
form: it was this double entrenchment of the 
Rings. His mouth went cold, and he knew that he 
was going to faint among the dead. He started 
running, missed the exit, stumbled on the inner 
barrier, fell into darkness--...He woke up. The 
earth he had dreaded lay close to his eyes, and 
seemed beautiful. He saw the structure of the 
clods. A tiny beetle sx^ng on the grass blade. 
On his- own neck a human band pressed, guiding the 
blood back to his brain. 

There broke from him a cry, not of horror 
but of acceptance. For one short moment he under¬ 
stood. "Stephen—” he began, and then he heard his 
own name called: "Rickie; RickieAgnes hurried 
from her post on the. margin, and, as if under¬ 
standing also, caught him to her breast(LJ, 151-152). 

Rickie briefly understands, accepting the reality of 

life-continuation, of closeness to the earth, of the need 
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for union of the imagination, as he represents it, with the 

body, represented by Stephen. But Agnes intervenes, here, 

and in the next chapter as Rickie attempts to interpret his 

experience, In this conversation between Agnes and Rickie, 

the symbolic moment and the importance it may have in a 

life is explicitly discussed. Rickie wants to see the truth 

and do the right thing: 

"It seems to me that here and there in life we meet 
with a person or incident that is symbolical. It's 
nothing in itself, yet for the moment it stands for 
some eternal principle. We accept it, at whatever 
costs, and we have accepted life. But if we are 
frightened and reject it, the moment, so to speak, 
passes; the symbol is never offered again"(LJ, 158). 

Agnes, however, reminds Rickie that Stephen is, after all, 

the illegitimate son of his hated father and therefore Rickie 

need not tell him of their relationship: 

"And, by the bye, what you call the 'symbolic 
moment' is over. You had it up by the Rings. You 
tried to tell him. I interrupted you. It* s not 
your fault. You did all you could"(LJ. 159). 

Rickie acquiesces, tears up a letter he had been writing to 

Ansell, and stops asserting that Stephen must be told "such 

a real thing"(LJ, 159). He thus rejects both Cambridge and 

Wiltshire, both of which are "real" in their way, and sinks 

into the sham and torpor of life as a Sawstonian. He has 

met the test of the symbolic moment and has failed—and the 

fact that he is conscious that the moment is crucial, is a 

test, only makes him more reprehensible. He cannot see 

Stephen for what he is, but only for what he represents to 

him of his father, even as he loved Agnes for what she repre¬ 

sented of a transfiguring passion whose object was another 
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man. "He, too, came to be glad that his brother had passed 

from him untried, that the symbolic moment had been re¬ 

jected. Stephen was the fruit of sin; therefore he was 

sinful. He, too, became a sexual snob"(LJ, 161). Rickie's 

retreat into unreality is marked by a writing of short 

stories which parallel those of Forster's early career in 

their flights of allegorical fancy. 

The foregoing symbolic moment occurs just at the end 

of the Cambridge section of the book. Rickie retreats to 

Sawston, and just at the end of the Sawston section both 

Ansell and Stephen show up at the school where Rickie 

teaches. In effect, the representatives of the two aspects 

of real life have happened to arrive at the same time with 

news which jolts Sawston complacency. Agnes tries to prevent 

Rickie's recognition of Stephen's presence; however, Ansell 

is insistent that Rickie face the truth. In an impassioned 

speech Ansell recounts Stephen’s goodness and honesty, and 

the need for Rickie to admit connection with him, and through 

him with Wiltshire values. He speaks, creating for Rickie 

another symbolic moment, and thus seems "transfigured into 

a Hebrew prophet passionate for satire and the truth"(LJ, 

257), emphasizing the eternal quality of the truth which is 

revealed. 

Rickie attempts to resist the truth, but he is over¬ 

whelmed by the revelation, by the sudden intrusion of 

reality into the "safe" world of Sawston. Rickie speaks: 

"I cannot help my father's disgrace, on the 
one hand; nor, on the other, will I have anything 
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to do with his blackguard of a son," ... 

"Please listen again," resumed Ansell. 
"Please correct two slight mistakes: firstly, 
Stephen is one of the greatest people I have ever 
met; secondly, he's not your father's son. He's 
the son of your mother." 

It was Rickie, not Ansell, who was carried 
from the hall(IJ, 259). 

Gransden compares this scene to a Senecan drama, in which 

there is an artisitcally justified pause for the important 

soliloquy, which in this case is a "deliberately heightened 
■*> 

set-piece of poetic realism"^., What Gransden means is that 

the scene is unjustifiable on strictly realistic grounds— 

that is, on grounds of truth to life. It is, in other 

words, a symbolic moment, when another level of truth than 

the everyday is revealed. Significantly, just before the 

speech, Ansell and Stephen—intellect and body—have indul¬ 

ged in a half-serious battle and have been reconciled. 

Stephen goes away for a few days, and by the time of 

his return, Rickie has managed to digest the newrevelation. 

Again, the result of the symbolic moment is that he sees 

Stephen not as a real person; this time Stephen becomes an 

embodiment of qualities he had worshipped in his mother. 

Hither had Rickie moved in ten days—from disgust 
to penitence, from penitence to longing, from a 
life of horror to a new life, in which he still 
surprised himself by unexpected words. Hullo, 
Stephenl For the son of his mother had come back, 
to forgive him, as she would have done, to live 
with him, as she had planned. ..."only one thing 
matters—that the Beloved should rise from the 
dead"(LJ, 282-283). 

Stephen displays insight when he recognises that Rickie is 
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living in the past, and in protest, he tears the photograph 

of their common mother* Rickie admits his error, recog¬ 

nising at the same time that he has been living in an unreal 

world since his surrender to Sawston: 

He longed to be back riding over those windy fields, 
to be back in those mystic circles, beneath pure 
sky. Then they could have watched and helped and 
taught each other, until the world was a reality, 
and the past not a torn photograph, but Demeter the 
goddess rejoicing in the spring. Ah, if he had 
seised those high opportunities! For they led to 
the highest of all, the symbolic moment, which, if 
a man accepts, he has accepted life(LJf. 289). 

Rickie is unable to join the practical to his ideal. 

Forgetting that his mother succumbed to the reality of the 

body which he cannot face, he remembers only her gentle, 

spiritual side, and in another symbolic moment interprets 

Stephen’s face—intent upon setting paper boats aflame— 

as having lost its coarse peasant look: 

Rickie obeyed, though intent on the trans¬ 
figured face. He believed that a new spirit 
dwelt there, eicpelling the crudities of youth. 
He saw steadier eyes, and the sign of manhood 
set like a bar of gold upon steadier lips. 

...they played as boys who continued the non¬ 
sense of the railway carriage. The paper caught 
fire from the match, and spread into a rose of 
flame. ’’Kcwgently with me,” said Stephen, and they 
laid it flower-like on the stream. Gravel and 
tremulous weeds leapt into sight, and then the 
flower sailed into deep water, and up leapt the two 
arches of a bridge. ’’It’ll strike!” they cried; 
”no, it won't; it's chosen the left,” and one arch 
became a fairy tunnel, dropping diamonds. Then it 
vanished for Rickie; but Stephen, who knelt in the 
water, declared that it was still afloat, far through 
the arch, burning as if it would bum forever(LJ, 
308-309). 

This symbolic moment serves a function different from that 
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of other symbolic moments we have seen in The Longest 

Journey. Rickie does not interpret the moment, nor does 

Forster, explicitly, but the scene ties together many themes 

for the reader. The stiream can be seen as the flux of time 

on which a life-spirit burns momentarily before being lost 

in the eternal round. The flame which vanishes for Rickie 

foreshadows his death, with the subsequent survival of the 

line in Stephen* s children. Stephen survives because he 

adapts to the brutal reality of earth; here he kneels in 

the water to observe continuation of the flame-boat, 

suggesting that he does not fear adapting himself to the re¬ 

quirements of his environment. 

In the last symbolic moment of The Longest Journey 

Rickie does bend to the reality of the earth, literally, 

when he dies on the railroad tracks after saving Stephen 

as the latter lies sprawling drunk across the path of a 

train. He dies completely disillusioned, feeling that the 

drunken condition of his brother defiles the spirit of his 

mother which he thought he had seen in Stephen*s face as it 

bent above the ’'mystic rose” of the flaming paper boat: 

”the woman he loved would die out, in drunkenness, in 

debauchery, and hen..beauty defiled in a man. She would not 

continue. That mystic rose and the face it illumined meant 

nothing”(LJ, 319). 

The symbolic moment itself is presented in understated 

terms, and it has of course a purely physical effect on 

Rickie, but the effect on the reader is to illumine Forster's 
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meanings: 

In the glare of the engine he saw that his brother 
had come this way, perhaps through some sodden 
memory of the Rings, and now lay drunk over the 
rails. Wearily he did a man’s duty. There was 
time to raise him up and push him into safety. 
It is also a man’s duty to save his oxm life, and 
therefore he tried. The train went over his 
knees. He died up in Cadover, whispering, ’’You 
have been right,” to Mrs. Failing (1J, 319). 

Rickie’s capitulation to the sterile cynicism of Mrs. Failing 

is his final apostasy, the final proof that he has not 

managed to understand the nature of reality. The inexorable 

movement of the train represents the progress of time and 

its effect on man's vision of the real. Trilling comments 

on Rickie’s death that the finality of it makes Rickie not 

merely hero of a conventional Rildungsroman; Rickie does 

not pass through a ’’tunnel of experience" from which he 

learns something and then goes on to meet life; he has met 

life, and failing to adapt to it, he is irrevocably de¬ 

feated.^ 

The train’s motion, like the stream's, suggests con¬ 

tinuation of human life as well as of time, but the con¬ 

tinuation is of those who survive by a kind of natural 

selection; they must be able to face the flux, the gross 

undifferentiated actuality of everyday life—without seeking 

an unattainable ideal and without complete resignation to 

flux. There must be a balance of body and soul, practical 

and ideal. Rickie cannot face the real; having rejected 

the truth, the real in the event which he himself described 

as a symbolic moment, he goes through life creating for him- 
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self an ideal reality out of insights achieved in moments of 

romantic vision. Failing to connect the Cambridge and 

Wiltshire in himself, he, in Crews's words, "permits his 

imagination to isolate a few moments of heightened experience 

and forgets the chaotic flux from which those moments were 

abstracted. 

Previously examined Forster characters were encouraged 

to seek significance in heightened moments--but Rickie is 

too prompt to seise the symbol which is only a part of the 

moment, and forget the reality of time and earth of which man 

is necessarily a x art. Crews says that a character "must 

not only experience the symbolic moment to be saved, but 

must return to the prosaic everyday world and make his peace 

with nature." Rickie fails to do this—and it is thus 

simple justice in Forster's symbolic universe created in the 

novel that his death be used to save another who is better 

suited for adapting himself to reality. 

It is apparent that the symbolic moment is used with 

more freedom and serves more functions in The Longest Journey. 

While there are still the great tableau-like scenes which 

accompany a background of timeless reference, these serve 

for the reader's help in making connections and seeing sig¬ 

nificance; the value of the symbolic moment is lost on 

Rickie from the beginning because of a predisposition of 

vision which shuts out a great deal of life. 

This fault of shutting out brings us to a discussion of 

still another symbolic moment which focuses a continuing 

theme of the novel. The theme of opposition between the 
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"teacup of experience”—representing practicality and the 

virtues of expediency—and the necessity to achieve real 

experience, to face life honestly, is essentially a contrast 

between exclusion and inclusion. One either takes into 

account all aspects of reality, or one partakes of the 

fragile teacup which is a self-made artificial little world. 

Rickie of course aspires to the real, but in fact he ex¬ 

cludes all forces not pleasing to his sensitive nature. 

Trilling comments that the nature of the real which is being 

sought in The Longest Journey is ”what can be relied on, 

felt, pushed against. It is what is thick, and lasts. 

Rickie finds what lasts only by meeting it in death; 

a symbolic moment previews the confrontation of his arti¬ 

ficial world by brute reality: 

...Rickie sat down by the fire playing with 
one of the lumps of chalk. His thoughts went back 
to the ford, from which they had scareely wandered. 
Still he heard the horse in the dark drinking, still 
he saw the mystic rose, and the tunnel dropping 
diamonds. He had driven away alone, believing the 
earth had confirmed him. He stood behind things at 
last, and knew that conventions are not majestic, 
and that they will not claim us in the end. 

As he mused, the chalk slipped from his 
fingers, and fell bn the coffee-cup, which broke. 
The china, said Leighton, was expensive. He be¬ 
lieved it was impossible to match it now. Each 
cup was different. It was a harlequin set(LJa 314). 

Ironically, the incident happens as Rickie rejects 

Sawstonian convention, yet his artificial world, created 

around the memory of his mother, is, though nobler, as unreal 

as that of Sawston. As we have seen, he embraces the world 

of coffee-cups and conventions in his confession to Mrs. 
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Failing as he dies. The moment portrays the destruction of 

sham by solid earth—the chalk which underlies Wiltshire— 

and prefigures Rickie* s death. 

The real for Forster’s reader, as seen in the symbolic 

moments of The Longest Journey, is the reality of the cycles 

of the earth—of death, love, and birth. The train which 

kills Rickie ie especially appropriate for representing 

cycles of temporality because it carries out the journey 

motif established in the title, which comes from Shelley’s 

Epinsychldicn—the journey being the journey of a life’s 

progress, which it is best to undertake without bondage to 

a single person—’’one sad friend, perhaps a jealous foe."® 

Rickie is chained first to Agnes, then to the ghost of his 

mother as he undertakes his longest journey. He is unable 

to break free and thus his journey leads nowhere; yet be¬ 

cause of his rescue of Stephen and because of the income 

Stephen gets from his books after his death, the line 

established by his mother and her peasant lover is allowed 

to continue its journey. Stephen’s last act in the novel 

is to kiss his child, "to whom he had given the name of 

their mother"(LJ, 327—italics added). 

Perhaps Forster* s different use of the symbolic moment 

in this novel stems from his own realisation that seizing 

or understanding the moment is not enough. lie, like Rickie, 

must come to terms with the real world—that is, the world 

of flux. Forster shows a change in attitude; he is more 

skeptical about the ability of human beings to see significance 
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and identify truth® The ability to see beyond the mundane 

is not a guarantee of earthly happiness in Where Angels 

Fear to Tread, in The Longest Journey® or for Margaret 

Schlegel in Howards End, In A Passage to India, Forster has 

become so skeptical that it seems quite impossible for his 

characters to see beyond the everyday. Forster's novels 

progress from the ebullient humanism of A Room with a View— 

where seising passion and seeing significance is important-" 

to a view of the world which implies that maintenance of 

detachment and openmindedness# without concerning oneself 

overmuch with finding meaning# is the only way to survive. 

The inevitable cycles of Howards End and A Passage to India 

result in the survival of characters not necessarily 

Forster's noblest—those most able to see significance—but 

of those able to adapt to a position of uncertainty. 

C. Howards End 

Howards End is rambling and discursive. McConkey 

comments that "the effect of Howards End# when one thinks 

back upon the novel# is that of ceaseless motion,"^ Of all 

of Forster's novels# Howards End has least to do with sig¬ 

nificant points of time because it is taken up with rational 

examination of themes which Forster elsewhere epitomizes in 

events of overriding significance. Margaret Schlegel# the 

novel's heroine# conscientiously tries to connect the "prose" 

and the "passion"# to mediate between the idealism of her 

sister Helen and her own Germanic romantic heritage and the 
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pragmatism of the Wilcoxes* She achieves a partial 

connection by marrying Henry Wilcox, but the union is incom¬ 

plete: "Marriage had not saved her from the sense of flux."^ 

Margaret's achievement of permanence and reconciliation 

of opposites is not finished until she becomes united with 

the spirit of place and connection with the earth by taking 

possession of Howards End--the house from which the novel 

derives its title. The connections she makes are not the 

result of intuitions derived in symbolic moments; Margaret 

carefully thinks out the relation between idealism and 

Wileoxism--and decides that the latter phenomenon is 

necessary to the? former, for Wilcoxes "build" and "bread". 

The final union between the prose and the passion does not 

make her any happier; her success consists in her function 

as mediator between Helen and Henry. The connection comes 

about in a gradual way and is almost tiresonely explained 

and justified. Helen remarks on Margaret's role in uniting 

everyone at Howards End: 

"You did it all, sweetest, though you're too stupid 
to see. Living here was your plan...and everyone 
said it was impossible, but you knew...you picked 
up the pieces and made us a home"(HE, 338-339). 

McConkey sees the movement of Howards End as a journey— 

all characters being voyagers with the destination of the 

stability of Howards End. Only in the latter part of the 

novel, when the action moves to Howards End and the charac¬ 

ters begin to stand more allegorically for one view or 

another, do scenes approach the intensity and expanding sig¬ 

nificance of the symbolic moment. The house is described as 
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having a life of its own. Mien Margaret enters the house 

for the first time she esqieriences a feeling of removal 

from time and of the presence of a kind of elemental life 

force: 

Here were simply three rooms where children 
could play and friends shelter from the rain.• • 

Now she thought of the map of Africa; of 
empires; of her father; of the two supreme 
nations, streams of whose life warmed her blood, 
but, mingling, had cooled her brain. She paced 
back into the house, and as she did so the house 
reverberated. ... 

"Henry, have you got in?" 

But it was the heart of the house beating, 
faintly at first, then loudly, martially. It 
dominated the rain. 

It is the starved imagination, not the well- 
nourished, that is afraid. Margaret flung open the 
door to the stairs. A noise as of drums seemed to 
deafen her. A woman, an old woman, was descending, 
with figure erect, with face impassive, with lips 
that parted and said dryly: 

"Ohl Well, I took you for Ruth Wilcox." 

.•.And the old woman passed out into the 
rain(HE, 201-202). 

This scene and one ether—the death of Leonard Bast- 

are the best examples in Howards End of the timeless moment. 

Margaret, as we have said, is not so much an idealist as her 

sister since she believes in proportion and compromise; 

hence she is not as easily susceptible to other-worldly in¬ 

tuitions. But she does learn something from her experience 

in the house, sensing its potential for protection of life 

("shelter") and for bringing together the very different 
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people whose distinctive capabilities she can admire. 

The house takes on significance from the presence of 

two mysterious guardians—Miss Avery, a friend of the first 

Mrs. Wilcox, who moves ghostlike but with assurance through 

the house, arranging that those who should live there find 

their rightful place—and the wych-elm which shades the 

house in a protective gesture and whose bark has been known 

for healing powers for generations. The wych-elm in another 

syene creates a mood which approaches the significance of 

the symbolic moment for Margaret and Helen: 

The present flowed by them like a stream. 
The tree rustled. It had made music before they 
were born, and would continue after their deaths, 
but its song was of the moment. The moment had 
passed. The tree rustled again. Their senses 
were sharpened, and they seemed to apprehend life. 
Life passed. The tree rustled again. 

"Sleep now," said Margaret(I-IE, 315). 

The tree and the house present permanence and connection in 

the midst of flux. Margaret comments at the end of the 

novel: "’I feel that our house is the future as well as the 

past.' •• .Helen’s child had been born in the central room of 

the nine"(HE, 33S). 

The victory over flux in the stability of the country¬ 

side will perhaps occur in the future; the continuation 

theme now familiar to Forster* s reader occurs in the 

illegitimate son of the idealist Helen and the pseudo- 

intellectual pauper Leonard Bast. Trilling calls the son 

"the classless heir of all the classes in this novel. 

The child will inherit a house preserved by practical 
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Wilcoxism but originally established in the timeless spirit 

of the home's previous owner, the first Mrs. Wilcox, the 

earth-mother figure who dies, entrusting her house to 

Margaret, seeing somehow that the latter will make the 

necessary connections to preserve the life of Howards End. 

It is the death of Leonard Bast at the house which pre¬ 

cipitates the final union of the diverse elements of the 

novel. Bast is little more than the allegorical represen¬ 

tation of the lowest element of the middle class aspiring 

to success and to culture. He has been ruined by Wilcoxism 

in a general way, as he is one of the downtrodden on whom 

fortunes are built, but more specifically, Henry Wilcox has 

given him bad advice causing him to lose his job, and Henry 

has in the past had Bast* s wife Jacky as his mistress. Helen 

loves Bast for one night out of a sense of duty and as a 

manifestation of her romantic nature: 

Helen loved the absolute. Leonard had been ruined 
absolutely, and had appeared to her as a man apart, 
isolated from the world. A real man,, who cared 
for adventure and beauty...She and the victim 
seemed alone in a world of unreality...(HE, 316). 

It is appropriate that the death of such a sketchy figure 

takes an unreal turn. The son of Henry Wilcox, a man of mis¬ 

guided action, takes it upon himself to punish Bast* s error 

in seducing Helen: 

The man took him by the collar and cried: 
"Bring me a stick." Women were screaming. A stick, 
very bright, descended. It hurt him, not where it 
descended, but in the heart. Books fell over him in 
a shox-zer. Nothing had sense. 
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"Get some water,” commanded Charles, who had 
all through kept very calm. ”He*s shamming. Of 
course I only used the blade. Here, carry him out 
into the air.” 

Thinking that he understood these things, 
Margaret obeyed him. They laid Leonard, who was 
dead, on the gravel; Helen poured water over him. 

"That’s enough,” said Charles. 

”Yes, murder's enough," said Miss Avery coming 
out of the house with the sword(HE, 324-325;. 

Bast has been sacrificed to the harmony of the other elements 

which make tip the novel—killed by a practical man with the 

sword of the Schlegel sisters' father, a militant idealist, 

and buried under a mound of the books he had worshipped in 

life. 

Henry* s son is sentenced for manslaughter, and the 

shock makes Henry "connect"; he sees that Wilcoxism is not 

always successful and that Helen* s action has been no more 

immoral than his own affair with Jacky Bast. 

The novel ends with the promise of connection but the 

reconciliation is schematic and not wholly satisfying— 

Margaret and Helen each revealing that their powers of love 

are limited. The effect of the whole is of the greyness of 

everyday life. Cyrus Hoy comments that the hope of perma¬ 

nence seems in this work precarious because the presentation 

of the flux of the encroaching city is so "horrendous."13 

The presentation of the "reality" of flux and the stress on 

the value of compromise account for the unimportance of the 

symbolic moment in this novel. 
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CHAPTER V 

A PASSAGE TO INDIA 

Forster’s A Passage to India (1927), like his other 

works, can be seen as a structure of symbolic moments in¬ 

terspersed with scenes of less intensity, but the flux 

between the moments of symbolic import has little in common 

with the flux of social surfaces criticized in earlier 

novels. Something less understandable is opposed, in 

A Passage to India, to moments of significant revelation. 

Both the moments themselves and the surface of life pre¬ 

sented between the moments have a human content which 

seems shadowy and vague seen against the acient and varied 

Indian landscape. Superficial relationships among people 

are presented in great quantity: we see Englishmen trying 

to get along with one another, Englishmen establishing 

relations with Indians, and Indians—Moslem and Hindu— 

seeking a common basis of understanding. But always behind 

social and religious observances lurks the basic reality of 

an unyielding earth and of lower forms of life having as 

much prominence, as much right to the earth, as human life. 

Thus the flux presented between the symbolic moments 

is a flux of the movement of all types of life on earth— 

always portraying the cycles of the seasons, of birth and 
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death, and suggesting that political, social, and religious 

institutions move in cycles of vitality and decay and 

should therefore not be taken too seriously* The impermanence 

of human endeavor and the eternal cycles of nature are every¬ 

where juxtaposed in A Passage to India* and above both arches 

the indifferent sky, which has also a circular or echoing 

dimension of which the infinity is unfathomable to man. For 

example, after describing the squirrels and birds which are 

the only evidence of life when the heat drives men indoors, 

Forster comments: 

It matters so little to the majority of living 
beings what the minority, that calls itself human, 
desires or decides. Most of the inhabitants of 
India do not mind how India is governed. Nor are 
the lower animals of England concerned about 
England, but in the tropics the indifference is 
more prominent, the inarticulate world is closer at 
hand and readier to resume control as soon as men 
are tired,1 

Forster seldom focuses on the human or social for long 

in this novel. In a sense, then, nearly every scene or 

"moment” of A Passage to India can be considered to be 

symbolic since more than one level of reality is presented 

at once. In the midst of a party given to bring Indians 

and English together a more basic kind of order suddenly is 

introduced, casting light on the insignificance of what is 

going on in the garden of the Chandrapore Club: 

There was a silence when he had finished speaking, 
on both sides of the court; at least, more ladies 
joined the English group, but their words seemed 
to die as soon as uttered. Some kites hovered 
overhead, impartial, over the kites passed the mass 
of a vulture, and with an inpartiality exceeding all, 
the sky, not deeply coloured" but translucent, poured 
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light from its whole circumference* It seemed un¬ 
likely that the series stopped here. Beyond the 
sky must not there be something that overarches all 
the skies j, more impartial even than they? Beyond 
which again.(PI9 39-40). 

The symbolic moments of A Passage to India occur 

against a background of two levels of cyclical patterns 

which are always touching man: cycle? of the earth—seasons 

and civilisations; and cycles or infinitely expanding 

circles of transcendent reality, making man's concepts of 

time and space seem extremely limited. The symbolic moments 

have human content in the sense that they involve a charac¬ 

ter* s confrontation of some basic reality—but the values 

revealed to him or to the reader are not those of personal 

relations or connection to the earth and to the past which 

we have come to accept as Forsterian. Indeed, the symbolic 

moment most central to the story and perhaps also to the 

meaning of the novel—the incident taking place in the Marabar 

Caves—is not a moment of vision but of anti-vision, when 

all human values are negated. 

The plot of A Passage to India is composed of a series 

of journeys and returns, meetings and separations—a struc¬ 

ture which implies the alienation of man from his environ¬ 

ment and portrays his futile efforts to find meaning and a 

sense of connection somewhere. Adela Quested and Mrs. Moore, 

who is to be Adela* s mother-in-law, make the initial passage 

to India to visit Ronny Heaslop, Mrs. Moore*s son by a first 

marriage, who is a minor official in the British government 

at Chandrapore. The quest theme implied in the novel*s 
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title has most relevance to Adela, who tiresomely implores 

everyone she meets to show her the "real India." Adela 

and Mrs. Moore both find in India more than they have anti¬ 

cipated. Their passage becomes spiritual—a "passage to 

more than India"—as Whitman* s poem phrases it. The Moslem 

Doctor Asia takes the ladies on an outing to visit the 

Marabar Caves, and in one of the caves Adela experiences 

some sort of hallucination which causes her to accuse Aziz 

of attempting to rape her. At Aziz’s trial, Adela suddenly 

withdraws her charge; she leaves India. Mrs. Moore, also 

strangely affected by the cave esqperience, leaves before 

the trial and dies on board ship. In an anticlimactic 

Part III, Aziz, now a court physician in a remote Hindu 

state and thus very much an exile and outsider, is briefly 

reunited with his English friend Fielding, the only Westerner 

to stand by Aziz at his trial. Fielding has also returned 

to England and has married Mrs. Moore* s daughter Stella; 

Stella and her brother B.aiph now make a passage to India 

as their mother had done. 

The theme of trying to establish connections and re¬ 

lations in the midst of all the peripatetic movement is 

brought out in the three most significant symbolic moments 

of the novel—each of which is central to one of the three 

parts into which the work is divided: Mosque, Caves, and 

Temple. The first of these occurs when Mrs. Moore and Aziz 

meet in a Moslem place of worship and establish an under¬ 

standing which echoes throughout the novel. The symbolic 
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moment of the Caves section is the real heart of the novel— 

structurally—since it occurs almost exactly half way through 

the novel and is the main "event" of the story line—and 

thematically. The question of whether or not there was a 

meeting between Asis and Adela in the cave is the focal point 

of Forster* s examination of what is real or true as opposed 

to what is apparent. The symbolic moment central to Part III 

is a meeting of Axis, Ralph, Stella, and Fielding as they 

fall into a lake after the boats from which they have been 

observing a Hindu religious ceremony collide. In none of 

these symbolic moments, however, is a lasting or fully human 

connection between people of different cultures able to be 

made. The passage each character undertakes in A Passage to 

India is essentially a lonely effort, resulting in neither 

significant gain in knowledge nor relationships which would 

make the journey of life more endurable. 

The journey or quest theme suggested by the title and 

movement of the novel calls for some comment on the relation 

of the symbolic moment to quest for truth. In Forster* s 

early novels, as we have seen, a character or set of 

characters experiences a series of symbolic moments which 

eventually leadsto knowledge or at least the possibility of 

knowledge of a proper hierarchy of values. Crews discusses 

the Victorian notion of life as a pilgrimage with its goal 

of truth and contrasts it with the view of the followers of 

G.E. Moore, who saw life as "an adventure, a series of dis¬ 

crete experiences whose value lay in the immediate moment 
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of perception or contemplation,'1 T»Je know that Forster was 

influenced by G. E. Moore, but assuming that he retained some 

Victorian idealism, especially early in his career, in spite 

of his developing skepticism and qualified humanism, we can 

see the change of attitude toward man* s potentialities 

affecting even Forster* s methods of structuring his novels. 

The structure of the early novels seems to imitate the 

Victorian journey, the quest for truth, whether or not the 

characters involved are able to grasp the truth when it is 

presented to them, A Passage to India, on the other hand, 

offers a "series of discrete experiences" which organise 

the reader’s perception of the kind of reality presented by 

the novel. 

A Passage to India seems to be well structured in 

terms of its central conception of the essential isolation 

of human beings within a universe of inevitable cycles which 

cannot be escaped. Instead of a series of revelations to a 

character offering progressively more accurate glimpses of 

truth, the novel presents a series of characters who confront 

the reality of an indifferent universe in isolated incidents. 

No single hero either wins or loses in his passage through 

life; the appearance and disappearance of characters re¬ 

flects the cycle of human life and death which is a part of 

the reality presented by the entire novel. Trilling complains 

that the story of A Passage to India is not "sufficiently 

worked out in terms of the characters; the characters, that 

is, are in the events, the events are not in them: we want 
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a larger Englishman than Fielding, a weightier Indian than 

Aziz." This criticism reinforces the opinion that Forster 

in this novel is not concerned with individuals and their 

separate quests for meaning, but with the insignificance of 

all human problems in the face of a universe so vast* 

The movement of the novel is a cycle of journeys broken 

by moments of intensity, pauses which are the high points 

structurally and thematically on the circle of turns and 

returns* Since the symbolic moments involve different 

characters, the effect is the presentation of a cross-section 

of humanity Confronting the reality of which the incompre¬ 

hensibility of the Marabar Caves is the type. The cycle 

which is the entire novel begins and ends with the earth and 

sky, which tolerate but do not especially favor the survival 

of humanity. The description of Chandrapore in Chhpter one 

makes the activities of man appear as just another cycle of 

nature: 

The very wood seems made of mud, the inhabitants 
of mud moving* So abased, so monotonous is every¬ 
thing that meets the eye, that when the Ganges 
comes down it might be expected to wash the ex- 
cresence back into the soil. Houses do fall, people 
are drowned and left rotting, but the general out¬ 
line of the town persists, swelling here, shrinking 
there, like some low but indestructible form of 
life(PI, 7). 

And as Fielding and Aziz attempt to assert their friendship 

at the very end of the novel, the intractible realities of 

earth and sky divide them and insist that each man’s passage 

should be a lonely one: 
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But the horses didn’t want it--they swerved apart5 
the earth didn't want it, sending up rocks through 
which riders must pass single files the temples, 
the tank, the jail, the palace, the birds, the 
carrion, the Guest House, that came into view as 
they issued from the gap and saw Mau beneath: they 
didn't want it, they said in their hundred voices, 
"Ho, not yet," and the sky said, "No, not there*) 
(PI, 322). 

Clearly the universe of A Passage to India is not man- 

centered, but the limited insight of the characters with 

Western orientation who people the landscape does not allow 

them to grasp this fact at first# 

The first symbolic moment of Part I occurs when Mrs, 

Moore and Asis meet by chance in a mosque. Part I is com¬ 

posed of a series of social gatherings which do not work 

and of the attempt of Bonny and Adela to establish their en¬ 

gagement, It is significant that only the accidental un¬ 

structured relation between Asia and Mrs. Moore has any 

permanence or validity. As the romantic Asia meditates on 

"the secret understanding of the heart" the encounter 

begins: 

He repeated the phrase with tears in his eyes, 
and as he did so one of the pillars of the mosque 
seemed to quiver. It swayed in the gloom and 
detached itself. Belief in ghosts ran in his blood, 
but he sat firm. Another pillar moved, a third, 
and then an Englishwoman stepped out into the moon¬ 
light. Suddenly he was furiously angry and shouted: 
"Madam! Madam! Madam!" 

"Oh! Oh!" the woman gasped. 

"Madam, this is a mosque, you have no right here 
at all; you should have taken off your shoes; this 
is a holy"place for Moslems." 
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"I have taken them off.”,.. 

"Then I ask your pardon...so few ladies take 
the trouble, especially if thinking no one is there 
to see.” 

"That makes no difference. God is here"(PI» 20). 

In the course of the interview Aziz learns to respect 

Mrs. Moore for her reverence in the Diace of an alien re¬ 

ligion and for her Oriental attitude of not understanding 

people but merely liking or disliking them. The scene is 

symbolic in none of the usual senses of the word but the 

connection established between East and West is symptomatic 

of the under standing which can be achieved only in the 

shadowy realm of spirit. The ghost-like first appearance 

of Mrs. Moore to Aziz connects with her influence on him and 

others later in the novel after her death, when she is 

translated into an aspect of godhead by Hindus, who recog¬ 

nise her affinity for the transcendental. 

The scene in the mosque and in fact the whole first 

section of A Passage to India are dominated by Western 

ideals—Aziz and his Moslem faith possessing humanistic 

values and a spirit of practical endeavor which are more 

readily understood by Englishmen than the spirit of Hinduism 

which pervades the other sections of the work. Still, even 

in this section of the novel, Mrs. Moore begins to lose 

touch with "Western rationality. She is strangely attracted 

and yet horrified by the River Ganges, in which crocodiles 

feed on dead bodies, and comments: "what a terrible river! 

what a wonderful river!"(PI, 32). Her ability to accept a 
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reality which is not especially benevolent to human concerns 

is a sign of a developing skepticism about her Christian 

background. 

In another symbolic moment Mrs. Moore displays her 

Oriental temperament which is capable of including all forms 

of creation in a spirit of acceptance or resignation: 

Going to hang up her cloak, she found that the tip 
of the oeg was occupied by a small wasp. She had 
known this wasp or his relatives by day; they 
were not as English wasps, but had*long yellow legs 
which hung down behind when they flaw. Perhaps he 
mistook the peg for a branch--no Indian animal has 
any sense of an interior. Bats, rats, birds, in¬ 
sects will as soon nest inside a house as out; it 
is to them a normal growth of the. eternal jungle, 
which alternately produces houses, trees, houses, 
trees. There he clung, asleep, while jackals in 
the plain bayed their desires and mingled with the 
percussion of drums. "Pretty dear," said Mrs. 
Moore to the wasp. He did not wake, but her voice 
floated out, to swell the night's uneasiness 
(PI, 35). 

The moment svmbolic of Mrs. Moore's harmony with the 

cyclical universe and with the Hindu mind, for when in 

Part III the Hindu Professor Godbole contemplates aspects 

of his past as part of a religious exercise, he thinks of 

both Mrs. Moore S.IT (1 <3- wasp: 

They loved all men, the whole universe, and scraps 
of their past, tiny splinters of detail, emerged 
for a moment to melt into the universal warmth. 
Thus Godbole, though she was not important to him, 
remembered an old woman he had met in Chandrapore 
days. Chance brought her into his mind. t.ITis 
senses grew thinner, he remembered a wasp seen he 
forgot vrhere, perhaps on a stone. He loved the 
wasp equally, he impelled it likewise, he was 
imitating God(PI, 236). 

The incident suggests a transcendent reality which encom¬ 

passes all the separate creatures and events described in 
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the novel. The Hindu spirit of inclusiveness in which all 

things, good and evil, are aspects of God is throughout 

A Passage to India the only attitude toward a transcendent 

power capable of enduring ir ':he face of the uncertainties 

of the universe. 

Mrs. Moore become progressively de-Westernized through¬ 

out the activity leading to the Karabar Caves episode. A 

description of her uncertainty about the existence of a bene¬ 

volent deity suggests the arches of the mosque where she 

first began to encounter the East: 

... God had been constantly in her thoughts since 
she entered India, though oddly enough he satis¬ 
fied her less. Che must needs pronounce his name 
frequently, as the greatest she knew, yet she had 
never found it less efficacious. Outside the 
arch there seemed always an arch, beyond the re¬ 
motest echo a silence (PI. 52}^. 

The Mosque section of the book is chiefly occupied with 

Western attempts to impose structures on an intractible land, 

with tea parties, club society, and questions of duty and 

administration. Chief among the connections between people 

which Englishmen attempt to harden into forms IR the en¬ 

gagement of Ronny and Adela. The couple has a difficult 

time, however, applying the values of frank discussion and 

rational examination to the universe encountered in India. 

A symbolic moment epitomizes the uncomfortable feeling Adela 

and Ronny have when facing an ambiguous situation reflecting 

the many-layered universe of A Passage to India. The event 

is the striking of a car in which they ride by an unidenti¬ 

fied beast. The mysterious quality of the Indian natural 
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surroundings is established in an incident just preceding 

the car ride, when Ronny and Adela attempt to identify a 

small green bird which catches their attention: 

The bird in question dived into the dome of the 
tree. It was of no importance, yet they would 
have liked to identify it, it would somehow have 
solaced their hearts. But nothing in India is 
identifiable, the mere asking of a question causes 
it to disappear or to merge in something else(Pis 
85). 

The symbolic moment itself occurs against a background of 

vastness and mystery: 

Trees of a poor quality bordered the road, indeed 
the whole scene was inferior, and suggested that 
the countryside was too vast to admit of excellence. 
In vain did each item in it call out, "Come, come." 
There was not enough god to go round. The two 
young people conversed feebly and felt unimportant. 
When the darkness began, it seemed to well out of 
the meagre vegetation, entirely covering the fields 
each side of them before it brimmed over the road 
(PI, 87-88). 

As Ronny and Adela feel united in the darkness of the car by 

sensual impulse, the sudden impact of an animal causes the 

car to collide with a tree. The couple examines the place 

where the car swerved, calmly deciding that the animal was 

a hyena. 

Thanks to their youth and upbringing, they were not 
upset by the accident. They traced back the 
writhing of the tyres to the source of their dis¬ 
turbance. . .Steady and smooth ran the marks of the 
car, ribbons neatly nicked with losenges, then all 
went mad. Certainly some external force had 
impinged, but the road had been used by too many 
objects for any one track to be legible, and the 
torch created such high lights and black shadows 
that they could not interpret what it revealed. 
Moreover, Adela in her excitement knelt and swept 
her skirts about, until it was she if anyone who 
appeared to have attacked the car. 

The attempt to use rational intelligence to pin down definitely 
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the meaning of something in a universe made of a complescity 

of good-and-evil is bound to fail. The reader is alert to 

the va^ue feeling of evil and suggestion of inhuman forces 

conveyed in the incident, a mystery which Ronny and Adela 

cannot appreciate because they are limited by an exclusively 

Western mode of perception which always seeks the logic of 

a case, the simplest possible explanation. Mrs. Moore, 

however, is already somehow mysteriously becoming part of 

the collective Indian consciousness, and whan she hears of 

the animal, her reaction contrasts with the insensitive calm 

of Ronny and Adela: 

Mrs. Moore shivered, "A ghost!" But the idea of 
a ghost scareelyy passed her lips. The young people 
did not take it up, being occupied with their own 
outlooks, and deprived of support it perished, or 
was reabsorbed into the part of the mind that seldom 
speaks(PI. 97). 

Mrs. Moore's intuition is confirmed when the owner of the car 

reveals to his friends that the animal was indeed in his view 

a ghost: 

Nine years previously, when first he had had a car, 
he had driven it over a drunken man and killed him, 
and the man had been waiting for him ever since..• 
in an unspeakable form, close to the scene of his 
death. None of the English people knew of this, 
nor did the chauffeur; it v/as a racial secret 
communicable more by blood than speech(PIa 99). 

The entire incident serves to convey the alienation of the 

average Westerner from an Oriental concept of reality while 

establishing Jits. Moore as the possessor of a unique spirit 

of communication with the Oriental mind. 

At the end of Part I, the human values which have in the 
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other novels been triumphant have come out on top, although 

just barely. Fielding and Aziz have established personal 

relations because Aziz respects the Englishman and shows him 

the picture o£ his dead wife; but Aziz fears and dislikes 

most Westerners and most Indians around him, and he begins 

to feel patronizing toward Fielding, Ronny and Adela de¬ 

cide to marry, but only on the grounds of physical attraction 

and togetherness against the unknown as represented by the 

unidentifiable bird and beast. Like Aziz*s poem which is 

"a nightingale between two worlds of dust”(PI, 106) these 

personal relations will lose their importance and distinc¬ 

tiveness when faced with the inevitable cycles of change 

which are dominant in Part II. 

There have already been hints of sameness, of an atmos¬ 

phere which obliterates all distinctions. Fielding states 

the Western, humanistic faith in the importance of personality 

when he remarks: ”1 believe in teaching people to be indi¬ 

viduals, and to understand other individuals"(PI, 121). 

India, however, has the effect of wiping out personality 

differences and poses a threat to Western values which is 

felt as a vague uneasiness in the Mosque section of the novel: 

When the seven gentlemen who had held such various 
opinions inside the bungalow came out of it, they 
were aware of a common burden, a vague threat which 
they called "the bad weather coming." ...Salaaming 
feebly, they dispersed for the interior of other 
bungalows, to recover their self-esteem and the 

that distinguished them from each other 

In the Caves section of the novel the "bad weather" does 

come to Chandrapore, and the cycles of the indifferent uni- 
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verse which have existed just under the human surface in the 

early part of the novel come to the foreground and assume 

control. The forces which negate Western values and assertion 

of individualism are brought to a climax in symbolic moments 

taking place in the Marabar Caves. The caves have been re¬ 

ferred to throughout the first section in a way that makes 

them possess terrible significance by the time of the exped¬ 

ition to visit them. The first sentence of the novel reads: 

"Except for the Marabar Caves--and they are twenty miles 

off—the city of Chandrapore presents nothing extraordinary” 

(PIa 7), the first chapter ends with a powerful image con¬ 

veying the strength and permanence of the caves in a 

seemingly endless expanse of land without evidence of human 

life: 

League after league the earth lies flat, heaves a 
little, is flat again. Only in the south, where a 
group of fists and fingers are thrust up through 
the soil, is the endless expanse interrupted. 
These fists and fingers are the Marabar Hills, con¬ 
taining the extraordinary caves(PI, 9). 

Throughout Part I the Marabar Caves intrude into otherwise 

commonplace social gatherings; a sense of foreboding and 

significance accrues to them with every mention. The Hindu 

Professor Godbole* s description of them is especially pro¬ 

vocative, for he can think of only negative attributes; the 

caves are not large, do not contain sculptures, and are not 

immensely holy. Aziz is intrigued by the attempt to discover 

xdiat is significant about the caves: 

••.Aziz realised that he was keeping back some¬ 
thing about the caves...Godbole had been silenced 
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now; no doubt not willingly, he was concealing 
something...the comparatively simple mind of 
the Mohammedan was encountering Ancient Night... 
On he chattered, defeated at every move by an 
opponent who would not even admit that a move 
had been made, and further than ever from dis¬ 
covering what, if anything, was extraordinary 
about the Marabar Oaves(PI, 76). 

Part II opens with a description of the antiquity of 

the hills of Dravidia which contain the caves: 

They are older than anything in the world. No 
water has ever covered them, and the sun who has 
watched them for countless asons may still dis¬ 
cern in their outlines forms that x?ere his before 
our globe was torn from his bosom(PI, 123). 

The effect is the presentation of a primal reality which has 

nothing to do with human history, quite unlike the kindly 

nature of the earlier novels—for example, the wych-elm in 

Howards End whose bark is said to possess healing powers. 

It is in the caves that both Adela and Mrs. Moore face the 

fact of an indifferent universe of ambiguous meaning in so 

far as limited human intelligence can discern. 

There is a feeling of complete divorce from the cir¬ 

cumstances of everyday life in the way the symbolic moments 

are prepared for. The outing is a comment on Western or 

human forms from the beginning: Godbole and Fielding miss 

the train; even the sun fails in its usual role of 

mirroring human concepts of glory and aspiration: 

...the sky to the left turned angry orange. 
Colour throbbedand mounted behind a pattern of 
trees, grew in intensity, was yet brighter, in¬ 
credibly brighter, strained from without against 
the globe of the air. They awaited the miracle. 
But at the supreme!. moment, when night should have 
died and day lived, nothing occurred. It was as 
if virtue had failed in the celestial found. The 
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hues in the east decayed, the hills seemed dimmer... 
Why, when the chamber was prepared, did the bride¬ 
groom not enter with trumpets and shawms, as 
humanity expects? The sun rose without splendor 
(PI, 131). 

Beer comments that "Like Blake and Coleridge, Forster sees 

the moment of sunrise as the nearest approach in the uni¬ 

verse at large to the splendid birth of love In human ex¬ 

perience. There is no splendor in the vicinity of the 

Marabar Caves—only an oppressive feeling that the cosmos is 

closing in, making the world outside seem distant and unreal: 

...the plain quietly disappeared, peeled off, so 
to speak, and nothing was to be seen on either 
side but the granite, very dead and quiet. The 
sky dominated as usual, but seemed unhealthily 
near, adhering like a ceiling to the summits of 
the precipices...Aziz noticed nothing. His guests 
noticed a little. They did not feel that it was 
an attractive place or quite worth visiting, and 
wished it could have turned into some Mohammedan 
object, such as a mosque, which their host would 
have appreciated and explained. His ignorance be¬ 
came evident...he had no notion how to treat this 
particular aspect of India(PI, 141). 

Aziz, being Moslem, is a Westernized Oriental, and cannot 

help his guests in their encounter with formlessness. The 

ambiguity of meaning of the occurrences within the caves is 

prepared for by the sighting of an object from the train 

which may be either a stick or a snake: 

Miss Quested saw a thin, dark object reared on end 
at the farther side of a watercourse, and said, 
"A snake!'1 The villagers agreed, and Aziz ex¬ 
plained: yes, a black cobra, very venomous, who 
had reared himself up to watch the passing of the 
elephant. But when she looked through Ronny’s field 
glasses, she found it wasn't a snake, but the 
withered and twisted stump of a goddy-palm. • .Aziz 
admitted that it looked like a tree through the 
glasses, but insisted that it was a black cobra 
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really, and Improvised some rubbish about pro¬ 
tective mimicry (PI, 140-141). 

This incident parallels the encounters with indefinite 

beast and bird in Part I. The entire approach to the caves 

is marked by an other-worldly quality: 

Everything seemed cut off at its root, and there¬ 
fore infected with illusion. For instance, there 
were some mounds by the edge of the track, low, 
serrated, and touched with whitewash. What were 
these mounds--graves, breasts of the goddess 
Parvati?(PI, 140). 

The party enters a cave, the reader left outside for 

the moment observing what appears to be the virtual dis¬ 

appearance of humanity into the workings of a mechanistic 

universe: 

The small black hole gaped where their varied forms 
and colours had momentarily functioned. They were 
sucked in like water down a drain. Bland ana bald 
rose the precipices; bland and glutinous the sky 
that connected the precipices; solid and white, a 
Brahminy kite flapped between the rocks with a 
clumsiness that seemed intentional• Before man, 
with his itch for the seemly, had been bom, the 
planet must have looked thus. The kite Sapped away... 
Before birds, perhaps...And then the hole belched 
and humanity returaed(PI, 146-147). 

During this indefinite period of time and in the midst of 

this frighteningly stark world of rocks and sky, Mrs. Moore 

has experienced her symbolic moment. She does not at first 

analyse the meaning of her experience, merely recognizing 

that her senses and composure have been unfavorably affected: 

She lost Aziz and Adela in the dark, didn’t know 
who touched her, couldn’t breathe, and some vile 
naked thing struck her face and settled on her 
mouth like a pad. She tried to regain the entrance 
tunnel, but an influx of villagers swept her back. 
She hit her head. For an instant she went mad, 
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hitting and gasping like a fanatic. For not 
only did the crush and stench alarm her; there 
was also a terrifying echo (PI. 147). 

It is the echo which becomes increasingly significant as 

Mcs. Moore realizes what has happened to her. The cave, being 

perfectly circular inside with an undifferentiated smooth¬ 

ness of surface, has the effect of mirroring or echoing what¬ 

ever intrudes, with the special effect of making every word, 

hence every symbol of either good or evil as structured by 

man* s mind, indistinguishable from every other. 

The echo in a Marabar cave...is entirely devoid 
of distinction. Whatever is said, the same mono¬ 
tonous noise replies, and quivers up and down the 
walls until it is absorbed into the roof. "Bourn" 
is the sound as far as the human alphabet can ex¬ 
press it, of "bou-oum", or "ou-houm,"--utterly 
dull. Hope, politeness, the blowing of a nose, the 
squeak of a bobt, all produce "bourn"(PI, 147). 

The echo has the effect of intensifying Mrs. Moore*s 

already established affinity for the aaorphousness of 

Oriental conceptions of truth, reality, divinity, and per- 

LtK 

... the echo began in some indescribable way to 
undermine her hold on life. Coming at a moment 
when she chanced to be fatigued, it had managed 
to murmur, "Pathos, piety, courage—they exist, 
but are identical, and so is filth. Everything 
exists, nothing has value." If one had spoken 
vileness in that place, or quoted lofty poetry, 
the comment would have been the same—"ou-bourn." 
...at the edge of her mind, Religion appeared, 
poor little talkative Christianity, and she knew 
that ail its divine words from "Let there be 
Light” to "It is finished" only amounted to "bourn." 
Then she was terrified over an area larger than 
usual; the universe, never comprehensible to her 
intellect, offered no repose to her soul, the mood 
of the last two months took definite form at 
last...(PI, 150). 
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The "mood” which takes "definite form" is a mood of form¬ 

lessness. Mrs. Moore loses all interest in Western values, 

in personal relations, in the marriage of her son, and thinks 

only of her passage home, where she can be comfortable. The 

relation begun in the mosque is at an end; only its echoes 

survive to affect Asia throughout the rest of the novel. 

Mrs. Moore, having lost interest in life, dies and becomes 

herself a part of the echo, the eternal circling recurrence 

of spirit and substance, which is the universe. 

The cycles of recurrence which are the real subject of 

A Passage to India affect Adela when a past event renews it¬ 

self in her mind as the climbs to another cave where she 

faces her symbolic moment. Watching the ground as she climbs, 

and meditating the while on her approaching marriage, she 

sees the appearance of the rock suggesting "the pattern 

traced in the dust by the wheels of the Hawab Bahadur’s 

car"(PI, 152) when the unidentified beast or ghost caused 

the accident. The unsatisfactoriness of her relation with 

Ronny becomes connected in her mind with the ambiguity of 

the universe as a whole, and it is in this mood of uncertainty 

and unreality that she enters a cave. The question of what 

happens to her there is the dramatic center of the novel, 

the cause of Aziz*s eventual self-imposed exile in a Hindu 

state and of divisions within both the English and the 

Indian communities. Adela* s moment in the cave is described 

only in retrospect; mystery envelops the event, for Aziz 

knows only that the girl suddenly leaves and catches a ride 
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back to Chandrapore, and that he is arrested on his own re¬ 

turn for ’’insulting" her* 

The echo or return theme takes on a physical dimension 

in Adela’s experience; until she is able to re-experience 

and reinterpret her moment in the cave, the uncertainty 

creates an echo which makes Adela actually ill, Adela 

earotot face not definitely knowing what happened to her; 

the general Western intolerance of an ambiguous situation 

is seen in the attempt to impose forms of law and justice 

on an event which has no meaning in terms of a formless uni¬ 

verse, to determine by court action the essence of a coupler 

psychological problem. 

In the trial scene, Adela literally experiences the 

echo of the symbolic moment she faced in the cave, when she 

had a renewed vision of the whole event. The mood of the 

scene is established by the inevitable movement of the fan 

worked by a godlike Indian "punkah wallah"; suggesting to 

Adela that her problems are small in terms of the rhythm 

of the universe: 

Pulling the rope towards him, relaxing it rhythmi¬ 
cally, sending swirls of air over others, receiving 
none himself, he seemed apart from human destinies, 
a male fate, a winnower of souls...he scarcely knew 
that he existed and did not understand why the Court 
was fuller than usual, indeed he did not know that 
it was fuller than usual, didn’t even know he worked 
a fan, though he thought he pulled a rope. Something 
in his aloofness impressed the girl from middleclass 
England, and rebuked the narrormess of her sufferings. 
In virtue of what had she collected this roomful of 
people together? Her particular brand of opinions, 
and the suburban Jehovah who sanctified them—by 
what right did they claim so much importance in the 
world, and assume the title of civilisation?(PI, 
217-213). ~~ 
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Adela r©examines her cave experience, finally withdrawing 

her charge: 

Her vision was of several caves. She saw herself 
in one, and she was also outside it, watching its 
entrance, for Aziz to pass in* She failed to lo¬ 
cate him. It was the doubt that had often visited 
her, but solid and attractive, like the hills, 
"I am not—" Speech was more difficult than 
vision* "la not quite sure”(PI. 228-229). 

What has happened in the cave is never really clear, 

but the cave as representative of the intractible quality 

of the Indian landscape apparently intensifies ’’the spirit 

of the Indian earth, which tries to keep men in compart¬ 

ments" (PI, 127) for it isolates those who enter. Just as 

Mrs. Moore faced her essential nature and resigned herself 

to her non-Westem spirit, so Adela experiences the echoing 

of all her fears, once she is freed of the support of the 

social structure in the isolation of the cave. Adela 

apparently suffers some sort of hallucination; she discusses 

after the trial that she has perhaps had a vision of the kind 

that makes a spinster think that she has had an offer of 

marriage. In other words, the cave mirrors unrecognized 

desires and intensifies predispositions. George H, Thomson 

sees the isolation of the cave experience as associated with 

the Western emphasis on the importance of self-sufficient 

personality: "Fielding, Adela, Aziz--each of these charac¬ 

ters is subject to the feeling that he exists in himself. 

Christians call this the sin of pride."5 The cave experience 

surely does humble the self-assertive impulses of the charac¬ 

ters involved, since in the larger view of human activity 
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granted by Forster's created universe of great scope, the 

affront to an individual is meaningless, 

Whether Asis is guilty or not guilty, whether Adela had 

an hallucination or whether there was actually someone in 

the cave with her“-these questions become irrelevant where 

human categories of good and evil don* t apply* Mrs. Moore 

recognises this (!,«..love in a church, love in a cave, as 

if there is the least difference"—PI, 202); Godbole re¬ 

cognises that the question is unimportant ("All perform a 

good action, when one is performed, and when sn evil action 

is performed, all perform it...When evil occurs, it expresses 

the whole of the universe"—PI, 177-178). Ironically, though 

Mrs. Moore cannot recognise Asis * s guilt or innocence as 

important, dismissing the matter before she sails for home 

with an indifferent "Of course he is innocent"(PI, 204), it 

is her influence which initiates Adela's reversal at the 

trial when the Hindu; crowd outside, believing her to have 

power gor good, translates her name Into Esmiss Esmoor and 

begins to chant an invocation to her as a Hindu goddess. 

Miss Quested’s vision is of the limitations of human 

knowledge and perception. It is almost a commonplace to say 

that the novel deals with appearance and reality, but in fact 

the symbolic moments as found in Forster's fiction customarily 

juxtapose different levels of reality and meaning. In a 

land so ancient that time and human constructions cease to 

matter, no person who faces reality honestly can retain 

Western conceptions of inviolable law and the importance of 
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social relationships. If the confrontations with self in 

the caves is taken as the culmination of the effort to see 

the "real India," the idea of quest with which the 

Westerners first entered the Orient, then we can see that 

Mrs, Moore and Adela accept the reality they encounter 

according to their respective capacities for understanding 

or sensing the cycles which are presented to them. Mrs. 

Moore achieves a fetal integration with the Oriental world; 

her vision of the mechanistic universe has been so complete 

that her personality completely disintegrates, since even 

the ultimate distinction between life and death ceases to 

matter. Adela is less sensitive to the meaning of what she 

has seen, but she at least achieves a kind of reorientation. 

Crews comment SI cl t least she will remember that there may 

be an order of truth beyond the field of her rational 

vision."^ If she doesn't possess the truth about the uni¬ 

verse she at least secs herself in a more realistic light. 

She and Fielding have an interview just before her return 

to England in which both feel vaguely dissatisfied with 

themselves and their lives; they stand outside themselves 

and see their insignificance ("dwarfs talking, shaking 

hands"--PI, 204). The entire Marabar affair has made their 

existence seem prosaic, since they now possess hints of 

deeper meaning: 

Wore there worlds beyond which they could never 
touch, or did all that is possible enter their 
consciousness? Th'237 could not tell...not for 
them was an infinite goal behind the stars, and 
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they never sought it. But wistfulness descended 
on them now, as on other occasions; the shadow 
of the shadow of a dream fall over their clear-cut 
interests, and objects never seen again seemed 
messages from another worid(FX, 263-263). 

Adela and Fielding both return to the Western world of 

form which they find more congenial, leaving behind them the 

echoes of the Marabar experience ;hich continue to rever¬ 

berate through Part III of the novel. The cycles of an in¬ 

different universe have effectively negated humanistic 

values of personal relations; Part III begins with the 

major characters widely separated—-the characters who made 

the original ’’passage” gone from India forever—-and with As is 

actually alienated from Fielding because he believes 

Fielding has married Adela--suspicion and belief being the 

same to him. The landscape and cycle of the seasons dominate 

Part III, as the joyful rainy season coincides with the Hindu 

festival honoring the birth of Shri Krishna, during which 

the final symbolic moment of the book occurs. 

The echo theme is important in the novel since it fur¬ 

nishes an effective parallel to the circular movement of the 

universe. In the final and climactic symbolic moment of the 

novel, the various facets of the echo are brought into re¬ 

lationship, The moment is prepared for by the gathering of 

the survivors of the Marabar affair by a kind of inevitable 

attraction in a remote native state. Asia, having discovered 

that Fielding has not married Adela but the daughter of 

Mrs. Moore, is nevertheless angry that the couple and Stella's 

brother Ralph remain friends of Miss Quested, and he is cruel 
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to B.alph until the echoes of his connection with Mrs. Moore 

begin to do their work. As ha talks with Ralph he inadver¬ 

tently pronounces the judgment "Then you are an Oriental” 

(PI, 311). Aziz is shocked by the echo c£ former words he 

has pronounced: 

He unclasped as he spoke, with a little shudder. 
Those words-“he had said them to Mrs. Moore in 
the mosque in the beginningcof the cycle, from 
which, after so much suffering, he had got 
free...Mosque, caves, mosque, caves. And here he 
was starting again(PI, 311). 

The suggestion is that personal relations, though subject to 

the separating effect of natural processes and cycles, recur 

just as inevitably as they dissolve. The cycle of human 

union and separation parallels the cycle of the seasons, 

which are especially important in Part III since they lend 

elements of pagan fertility rites to the celebration of the 

birth or rebirth of the Hindu god, thus compounding the sig¬ 

nificance of the symbolic moment. 

Aziz rows Ralph out into the lake where Stella and 

Fielding are already afloat somewhere. The symbolic moment 

once again occurs in an unreal atmosphere: 

...the wild procession...increased in lights and 
sounds as the complications of its ritual developed 
••.the freshening gale blew them in the direction 
they desired...they ran into an islet and startled 
some cranes. The strange temporary life of the 
August flood-water bore them up and seemed as 
though it would last for ever(PI, 312-313). 

As Aziz floats with Ralph on the pond as an act of 

kindness in honor of his mother, he hears another echo. 

The natives chant "Radhakrishna Radhakrishna”; Aziz thinks 

he hears them invoke ”Esmiss Esmoor,” "the syllables of sal- 
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vation that had sounded during his trial at Chandrapore” 

(PI9 314)« Mrs. Moore and her son become agents of Aziz's 

spiritual regeneration in the symbolic moment, as he and 

the others undergo a symbolic baptism: 

The four outsiders flung out their arms and 
grappled, and with oars and poles sticking out, 
revolved like a mythical monster in the whirl¬ 
wind. ..Stella.••shrank into her husband's arms, 
then reached forward, then flung herself against 
Aziz, and her motions capsized them. They plunged 
into the warm, shallow water, and rose struggling 
into a tornado of noise. The oars, the sacred 
tray, the letters of Ronny and Adela, broke loose 
and floated confusedly. Artillery was fired, drums 
beaten, the elephants trumpeted, and drowning all 
an immense peal of thunder, unaccompanied by 
lightning, cracked like a mallet on the dome. That 
was the climax, as far as India admits of one(PI» 315). 

The scene is as representative of universal brotherhood 

as can be achieved; Aziz after all is a Mohammedan in a 

Hindu state at a Hindu religious festival, baptised in a 

pond with three Christian Englishmen. Even Ronny and Adela 

are included in the symbolic reconciliation of opposites, as 

letters from them float in the midst of the drenched party. 

Forster, in a comment which supports our notion of the 

symbolic moment acting as a focal point of both structure 

and theme, says of the festival scene: 

It was architecturally necessary. I needed a lump, 
or a Hindu temple if you like—a mountain standing 
up. It is well placed; and it gathers up some 
strings.' 

And Beer, also stressing the value of the scene in tying 

things together, says that it is the "final image of all- 

inclusive reality, through which some of the chief charac- 

8 
ters must pass before his novel can be concluded." The 
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scene does include all possible suggestions of connection 

between disparate elements; the "baptism" occurs in the 

waters which contain the dissolved fragments of the Hindu 

god-figure used in the ceremony—thus the Hindu spirit of 

acceptance symbolically bathes and regenerates the hearts of 

Aziz and Fielding in particular, Stella and Ralph already 

having an appreciation for the spirit of Hinduism in their 

mother's tradition. Glenn Pedersen comments that "Mrs. 

Moore* s body had been committed to the depths of the sea; 

now the spirit she symbolizes is also upon the water... 

In the return of Mrs. Moore incarnate in her children, 

we see that echoes and cycles can bring back the good as well 

as the evil. We recall that the evil begun as a result of 

the Marabar Cave expedition was said to recreate itself: 

"...the evil was propagating in every direction, it seemed 

to have an existence of its own, apart from anything that 

was done or said by individuals"(PI, 187). A question 

throughout Part III is whether or not the echoes of the 

Marabar affair have died out. Apparently the echoes do come 

to an end, superseded by new echoes of friendship and love. 

Significantly, Aziz is able to forgive Adela completely after 

his baptism into the atmosphere of hope and connection. He 

insists on writing her a letter expressing his approval of 

her and telling her that he will always connect her with Mrs. 

Moore. He wishes to "wipe out the wretched business of the 

Marabar for ever"(PI, 317). 
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The tone of Part III of A Passage to India is predomi¬ 

nately hopeful. The blurring of the landscape into soft 

greys and greens as a result of the friendly rain suggests 

to Hugh Maclean "the new-found harmony which increasingly 

dominates people and events, but which is not explicable in 
1 ft 

Moslem or Western terras." As Fielding and Aziz take their 

last ride together they see nature inhabited by butterflies 

as well as cobras; isolation is less pronounced in a land¬ 

scape less alien. The union of Stella and Fielding suggests 

the joining of Mars. Moore's spirit of acceptance and loss of 

personality and self with the Western need for form and the 

boundaries of personality. Though the novel ends with 

separation again, as we have noted, the reader has by this 

time the feeling that union will be again achieved as a 

natural development of the recurring circles of the in¬ 

different universe—circles which bring life as well as 

death, hope as well as defeat, union as well as separation. 

The point is that man cannot hope to plan for recurrence in 

terms of his conceptions of time and form. 

A Passage to India is composed of a flux of characters 

aging, dying, and changing location--punctuated by events 

(the symbolic moments) which reveal the complexity of the 

universe. The characters either adapt themselves to the 

ambiguity revealed or retreat; they have nothing to learn 

that they can personally benefit from as in Forster's early 

novels, the creed of humanism proving unsatisfactory. The 

marriage of Fielding and Stella is a kind of victory for 
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the value of personal relations, but they are separate from 

one another in spirit, Fielding being unable to understand 

his wife's attraction to Hinduism. The characters of the 

novel are essentially isolated, brought together only super¬ 

ficially or when the forces of nature in control of the 

universe bring people together—as in the baptism scene or 

the bee stings which bring Ralph Moore and Dr. Aziz to¬ 

gether. 

Trilling calls A Passage to India "the least surprising 

of Forster's novels, the least capricious, and, indeed, the 
11 

least personal." ~ His statement reveals the extent to 

which the all-encompassing but undefinable reality of in¬ 

evitable cycles dominates the book. The book seems impersonal 

because a Western concept of personality is suppressed as 

insignificant; it lacks the flavor of surprise found in 

Forster's other novels because surprises are quickly encom¬ 

passed by the all-inclusive and not easily aroused Indian 

spirit which mixes levels of reality and the comic and tragic 

without effort. 

In accordance with the general tone of impassivity, the 

description of the symbolic moments is restrained in A Passage 

to India to an almost scientific reporting of fact; there 

are in the moments no flights of romantic fancy, no depths 

of emotion. In contrast to the humanistically oriented 

early novels, the symbolic moments here do not present an 

apotheosis of humanity; there are no references to charac¬ 

ters looking like Greek gods, madonnas, or earth-mothers. 
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Crews puts the non-human orientation of the novel succinctly 

when he says that if he were to assign to it a single 

meaningj, it would be "the incongruity between aspiration and 

reality."^ 

The symbolic moments of A Passage to India are sig¬ 

nificant for their echoing quality, structuring all the 

varied events and appearances of the novel* 
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CONCLUSION 

Having essamined in detail some specific symbolic moments 

in the fiction of E.M. Forster, we should review the charac¬ 

teristics of the symbolic moment in general, stating the 

various ways in which the moment is significant, A specific 

symbolic moment may involve some or all of the following 

aspects, 

A, Device of plot structure 

On the most obvious level, the symbolic moment functions 

in the plot as a moment of the heightening of themes and 

emotional impact, and is thus emblematic of the meaning of 

the whole in the sense of epitomizing or abstracting it. We 

should not, however, try to put this meaning into words, re¬ 

ducing the entire work to what the moment tells us. 

B, Representation of life—realism 

The moment is symbolic in the sense of being represen¬ 

tative of life. Every life has certain occurrences which 

stand out as significant because they arouse deeper feelings 

or perceptions. The symbolic moments which involve violent 

surprise, such as the murder which Lucy witnesses in A Room 

with a View, have aroused disfavor among some critics who 
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feel that such melodrama is unrealistic. Beer refers to 

them as "unartistic,” but he also admits that the surprising 

nature of the events is true to life: ’’There is a moment of 

unreality which we then recognize to be in point of fact a 

moment of real it y-* -but the reality of everyday life* not of 

art.”^* Gransden does not object to the suddenness of 

Forster’s crises: ’’The characters never sit around waiting 

for a crisis; as in life, the crisis is not ’staged* but 
o 

descends from a cloudless sky.” And Virginia Woolf cites 

Forster* s power of preparing the reader to believe in the 

symbolical occurrence. She says that he creates the effect 

of ordinary life ”by choosing a very few facts and those of 

a highly relevant kind. Thus when the moment of illumination 

comes we accept it implicitly...” 

The symbolic moment is representative of the reality of 

life as Forster sees it as a complexity of good-and-evil 

wherein the apparent arbitrariness of the sudden crisis is 

an everyday fact. Forster is interested in presenting the 

reality of psychological reaction to significant events. 

When Forster presents a death, for example, it is never melo¬ 

dramatic in the sense of being the deserved punishment of 

villainy; rather the suddenness of the event stirs in the 

reader a complex feeling of the truth of the presentation, 

since death always comes too soon. 

Furthermore, though Forster brilliantly achieves the 

reality of social appearances presented by the novel of 

manners, the symbolic moments present the reality of the tin- 
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avoidable life-processes, giving his novels universality as 

well* The fact of death is a part of the reality of any of 

Forster*s symbolic moments, whether explicitly or not, for 

as stated in Howards End—"Death destroys a man: the idea 

of Death saves The fact of death makes time and our 

use of it important. Thus the symbolic moment is represen¬ 

tative of real life in reflecting the concern of any man to 

live life intensely. The hope of deriving as much as possible 

from life in the time allowed means that occurrences which 

are so significant that they remove the person from the sense 

of flux are greatly to be desired. 

Finally, especially in the early novels, the larger 

than life dimension which characters take on in the symbolic 

moment when they resemble figures of allegory suggests that 

the novels in the heightened moment may approach a different 

kind of reality. Northrop Frye defines the writer of romance 

as the creator of "stylised figures which expand into psycho¬ 

logical archetypes." Frye's further statements that the 

romance often deals with characters in vacuo and that "some¬ 

thing nihilistic and untameable is likely to keep breaking 
C 

out of his pages”—'^seem to describe the almost overloaded 

significance of the symbolic moment as faced by the intro¬ 

spective questing character of the early works. Forster* s 

works could perhaps be seen as the mixed form of novel and 

romance which Frye says is most common--the symbolic moment 

giving "a suggestion of allegory” characteristic of the 

romance, while the flux between maintains contact with a 
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"reassuringly familiar world."** In any case, Forster* s 

symbolic moments are representative of life even if con¬ 

sidered to be in the vein of romance—for universal signifi¬ 

cance is surely an indication of a basic kind of truth to 

life. 

C. Revelation of meaning to character 

The moment is symbolic in the sense of often being a 

moment when meanings are revealed to characters within the 

novel, producing a change in situation or understanding. 

It may be a moment of insight, when characters make connections 

or face the negation of their preconceptions (for example, 

in the experience of George and Lucy in A Room with a View.) 

The revelation may be devastating because the character is 

undeveloped or totally unprepared (as Adela experiences the 

moment in the cave in A Passage to India.) Significance may 

not be revealed, but a meaning of some kind is always latent 

in the symbolic moment. When the symbolic moment reveals 

meaning to a character, especially when Forster makes the 

meaning explicit, the symbolic moment resembles the recog¬ 

nition scene most prevalent in drama. This is true especially 

of A Room with a View, where the entire plot is directed to¬ 

ward the discovery of knowledge by Lucy and George and its 

consequences in a changed course of life. However, the 

meaning Forster* s characters are to derive from the symbolic 

moment is never the simple recognition of a previously hidden 

fact as is characteristic of the recognition scene in general. 
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Thus a character may experience many symbolic moments before 

even dimly realizing that there is something yet to be 

learned about his place in the world, and often Forster* s 

character does not gain knowledge but only a realisation of 

the inadequacy of previous knowledge. 

The symbolic moment should perhaps also be distinguished 

from the moment of epiphany in the work of James Joyce. 

Unlike the moment of epiphany, the symbolic moment, as we 

have seen, does not always reveal anything of importance to 

a character; the term as used in this thesis has general re¬ 

ference to a method of structuring a novel as well as to 

moments of heightened consciousness and revelation. 

D. Revelation of significance to reader 

The moment is symbolic in the sense of having still 

wider significance for the reader because of the frequently 

mythic of archetypic element. For example, there are the 

bathing or baptism scenes of Where Angels Fear to Tread and 

A Passage to India”-lending the dignity of ritual to the 

symbolic moment. The womb imagery of several of the novels 

(cave or central room in a house} suggests the birth of know¬ 

ledge which is one aspect of the symbolic moment. 

Forster calls the achievement of wide reference the merit 

of a work which has ’’prophecy," He cites Dostoyevsky and 

Melville as writers whose works are "...not a veil...not an 

allegory. It is the ordinary world of fiction, but it reaches 

back.Forster’s most significant symbolic moments certainly 
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"reach back." It is in the symbolic moment that Forster 

often achieves the ideal of expansion of meanings, of sig¬ 

nificance not specifically tethered to an object. Thus the 

moment has the appearance of unreality since it functions 

on several levels at once. 

Though the symbolic moment usually implies meanings 

which could not be tied down to a single symbol, it may com¬ 

bine with the specific objects used symbolically in the novel 

to extend or clarify the symbol's meaning. For example, the 

significance of the baby in Where Angels Fear to Tread is 

greatly enlarge beyond the mere representation of continu¬ 

ation of life by its part in symbolic moments first with Gino 

and Caroline, and then with Philip and Harriet. 

E. Focal point of Forster* s themes and views 

The symbolic moment reveals what for Forster is real and 

true; it: is the moment when the author shows his understanding 

of life. The symbolic moments are after all the scenes of 

greatest intensity, and we should expect that Forster would 

hope in them to clarify his themes and meanings. George H. 

Thomson says of this aspect of the symbolic moment: 

At the appropriate moment when circumstances are 
prepared" and the character is worthy, Forster gives 
his love in the fullness of understanding. In the 
eternal moment the tension is resolved, and the 
reader, along with the creator, experiences one¬ 
ness with the world he contemplates...0 

The symbolic moments are in one sense reality as opposed to 

everything between them which is mere appearance if we see 
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the moments as presenting Forster's conception of the real. 

The question of appearance and reality is a prevalent theme 

of Forster's works and has social and moral aspects. Ansel! 

in The Longest Journey sees Agnes as possessing no reality, 
o 

as being a "product of a diseased imagination. People 

without the imagination to recognise the value revealed in 

the moment of intensity are relegated by Forster to the ranks 

of those who live only on the surface, controlled by £lu:c 

and appearance. 

F. The question of epistemology 

Having mentioned the question of appearance and reality 

as relevant to the symbolic moment we can go on to see the 

significance of the symbolic moment for the related question 

of epistemology—how we discern the real, or how we know 

anything. The problem of how we know is another of Forster* s 

constant concerns, and is discussed specifically in The 

Longest Journeya where it is seen that Rickie achieves limited 

knowledge in flashes of insight* There is always implicit in 

Forster's plots the question of whether human beings achieve 

truth by a rational process, as Margaret Schlegel does in 

Hox^ards End or whether truth is derived intuitively in the 

flashes of insight granted by the symbolic moment. Forster 

seems generally to believe that significance is to be found 

not in the flux of life, but in the moment when synthesis is 

made--intuition of meaning, unity, or pattern, even if the 

pattern acknowledged be one of ceaseless motion, as in 
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A Passage to India, This is not to say that Forster believes 

that the discovery of the method of discerning truth is a 

guarantee that truth will be discovered or that it will be 

satisfying when found. In the early novels, truth is dis¬ 

covered through the symbolic moment, and it is satisfying 

and rewarding to a degree. However, Rickie Elliot in The 

Longest Journey is criticised for overdependenee on the 

moment of visionj Margaret in Howards End finds truth in 

proportion by a rational process of compromising between the 

extremes of life by intuition (Helen) and life by pragmatism 

(the Wilcoxes.) It is not surprising that Margaret does not 

trust what is revealed in moments of emotional impact. 

Forster does not imply that there is to be known a 

transcendent world which exists in correspondence to the 

world of appearance5 in his deterministic view of the uni¬ 

verse, the potential moments of significance roll around 

just as other natural occurrences, whether they are grasped 

or not. 

G. Incarnation of truth 

Finally, we can say that Forster’s symbolic moments 

are '’incarnations" of a kind of truth which cannot be dis¬ 

cursively expressed, which can be embodied, but not known. 

Virginia Woolf’s description of the kind of reality which is 

Forster’s concern suggests in its language the intensity of 

concentration and power achieved in his symbolic moments. 
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Beneath the bicycles end dusters...there always 
lies for him...a burning core. It is the soul; 
it is reality.1° 

Forster in his early work tried specifically to describe the 

truth revealed in the moment of intensity in order that the 

reader could not miss it; the straight presentation of the 

moment in his later work without stress or fanfare suits 

our present appreciation of ambiguous meaning. The elusive 

meaning of the symbolic moment as it presents meaning and 

value set apart from the mundane and a complicated kind of 

reality is depressed in what Aziz says in A Passage to India 

about a poem, another kind of timeless period of intensity 

which can remove us from flux: it is 1!a nightingale between 

two worlds of dust.'1-*-- 
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INTRODUCTION 

3-E. M. Forster# Aspects of the Novel (New York, 1927), 
p. 92. Hereafter cited as Aspects! 

^Forster, Aspects# p. 110. 

3Forster# Aspects, p. 94. 

^Forster, Aspects, pp. 90-91. 

^Forster, Aspects, p. 153. 
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welcome them1’(Aspects, p. 110). 

?See chapters in Aspects of the Novel--II "The Story," 
and V "The Plot" The story is merely a sequence of events 
in time. 

8J. B. Beer# The Achievement of E.M. Forster (New York. 
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^Forster, Aspects, pp. 132-133. 
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■^Forster, Aspects, p. 163. 
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•^Forster, Aspects, p. 169. 
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•^Forster, Aspects, p. 168. 
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*1 ^ J*°It should be noticed that Forster does not use the 
term "symbolic" in this way* Forster limits the term 
"symbol" to an equivalence of sign, as we can see in the 
following statement about rhythm: "Done badly, rhythm is 
most boring, it hardens into a symbol and instead of 
carrying us on it trips us up"(Aspects, p* 167). 

^Forster, Aspects* pp. 166~167. 

-^Forster, Aspects, p. 168. 

CHAPTER. I 

M. Forster, The Eternal^Moment and Other Stories 
(New York, 1928), p. 2W. hereafter page references to 
this volume will be cited in the text as EM. 

^E. M. Forster, A Room with a View (New York, 1923), 
p. 265. Hereafter citecfa'sRV. 

^Rose Macaulay, The Writings of E. M. Forster (London: 
Hogarth, 1938), p. 33* 

^E, M. Forster, The Celestial Omnibus and Other Stories 
(New York, 1923), p. 146. Hereafter cited as CO. 

CHAPTER II 

1E. M. Forster, A Room with a View (New York, 1923), 
p, 29. Hereafter cited as RV. 

2 
Lionel Trilling, E. M. Forster (Norfolk: New Directions. 

1943), pp. 97-98. 

3j. B. Beer, The Achievement of E. M. Forster (New 
York, 1962), p. 64T     

%. W. Gransden, E. M. Forster (New York: Grove. 
1962), p. 37.   

^Trilling, p. Ill, 
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drilling, p. 112* 

CHAPTER III 

3-E. M. Forster, "A View without a Room: Old Friends 
Fifty Years Later.” New York Times Book Review. LXIII 
(July 27, 1958), 4. 

A. Richards, nA Passage to Forster,” Forum. LXXVIII 
(Dec. 1927), 914-920. 

^Lionel Trilling, E. M. Forster (Norfolk: New 
Directions, 1943), p. 75. 

^•E. M. Forster, Where Angels Fear to Tread (New York: 
Knopf, 1945), p. 89. Hereafter cited as WFSl 

^Frederick C. Crews, E. M. Forster: The Perils of 
Humanism (Princeton, 1962), p. 77. 

Screws, p. 78. 

^Crews, p, 78. 

O 

J. B. Beer, The Achievement of E. M. Forster (New 
York, 1962), p. 73. 

^Trilling, p. 64. 

^K. W. Grans den. E. M. Forster (New York: Grove. 
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James McConkey. The Novels of E. M. Forster (Ithaca: 
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Humanism (Princeton, 1962), p. 69. 
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^Trilling, p. 77. 

^Quoted by Rickie in The Longest Journey, p. 147. 
From Shelley* s Epipsychidioh,' 11. 156-159. 
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CHAPTER V 
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Brace, 1952), p, 114. Hereafter cited as PI. 
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